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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
Preadolescence is a period when evidence of maladjustment 
begins to appear in some children. Redl (21) reports that most 
referrals to child guidance clinics occur around this age. This 
period in development .is also a time when children begin to resist 
adult standards and conform to the pressures of their peer group. 
This is characteristic of their striving for independence. Blair 
and Burton (2) stated that parents and other adults may try to 
resist the preadolescent's efforts to become more independent and 
m.ay as a result of this resistance develop an unconscious or even 
conscious rejection of the child. 
Blair and Burton(2) also stat,eg 
Even if children at i:.hi.s age are not rejected, they may, as a result 
of their new relationship in the gang, have a changing attitude toward 
parentso This change in attitude m.a.y arouse enough feelings of guilt 
to cause them to f'eel rejected or unworthyo (po 56) 
Since this period of development is characterized by a tendency 
toward maladjustment, resistance to adult standards and an increase 
in adult expectations for children, it seems worthwhile to determine 
if a relationship exists between the personal and social adjustment 
of the preadolescent and the feelings he has concerning the expec-
tations of his parents, 
1 
2 
This investigation was designed to answer the following question: 
Do the preadolescents who score b!gb on personal and social adjustment 
differ in regard to their reported feelings of fulfilling their 
parents• expectations from the preadolescents who score low on person-
al and social adjustment? 
Other questions worthy of investigation and related to the 
foregoing one briefly stated are: 
1. Do the preadolescents who score .bJ.gb on personal and social 
adjustment indicate that their parents have greater agreement on 
expectations than the preadolescents who score low on personal 
and social adjustment? 
2. Do the preadolescents who score .bJ.g!! on personal and social 
adjustment differ in regard to the number of reported expectations 
for mothers and fathers from the preadolescents who~~ on 
personal and social adjustment? 
3. Do the older preadoleacents in this study differ in their 
reported feelings of fulfilling their parents' expectations from the 
younger preadolescents in this study? 
4. Which parental expectations are reported most frequently 
-
by preadolescents as expectations they do not fulfill? 
Need for Study 
A review of the literature revealed a lack of scientific infor-
mation concerning the preadolescent period of childhood. Blair and 
Burton (2) stated: 
3 
The g._c"'owth and development of children during later childhood has not 
been adequately studiedo Enough literature is not available and 
enough research has not been done on the period of childhood from 
nine to puberty, as compared with other periods., (p. 5) 
Redl (21) supported Blair and Burton's point of view when he 
wrote 0 Preadolescence is a stretch of no-man's land in child study 
worko 11 (po 5) Redl indicated that the reason we know so little 
about this phase of development is because it is a phase which is 
especially disappointing for the adults. 
Family roles are not as well defined today as they were at 
one timeo Parents can no longer depend on tradition to tell them 
what expectations they should have for their childreno Likewise, 
children may not be as sure what is expected of themo The lack 
scientific information on which parents and educators may rely 
when guiding the pread:olescent, helps to identify a need to know if 
parentsn expectations are reasonable as the child sees them. 
~Johnston (1'7) found that the felt parental expectations for 
boys and girls of college age were related to the individual's feel-
ings o.f adequacy. Johnston (17) recommended that further research 
be undertaken to determine the difference in felt parental exper.>-
tations for boys and girlso 
Cameron ( 6) ex.prei:.:ised the following feelings regarding a child vs 
feelings of ac:c:,eptance and parental expectations which needed to be 
testedo 
The degree of' acceptance that a child enjoys and his general treat-
ment during infar.1.:,y and childhood wi.11 be affected, not alone by the 
quality and ehar's:ct,er o.f interparental adjustment, but also of the 
2pecific per,scmal needs, hopes, and expectations of each parent 
individuallyo (po 32) 
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Burchinal and others (3) indicated inadequate measurement as 
the reason that no relationship was found between parental acceptance 
and the adjustment of fil'thgrade children, and recommended that further 
research concerning personal adjustment and parental expectations 
be conducted. 
Burchinal (3) and Monkman (19) used the parents as subjects 
to test parental acceptance rather than attempting to measure how 
the child felt about his parents• expectations and the relation 
these expectations have on the adjustment of the child. The larger 
portion of reported studies -have been concerned with the parents• 
points of view; however, it seems important to study the child's 
perception of his parents• expectations. Jersild (16) supported 
this when he wrote: 
Perceived parent behavior is in ' reality a more direct,'relevant, and 
proximate determinant of .personality development than the actual 
stimulus context to which it refers. (p. · 144) 
Any evidence that can be gained to increase our understanding of 
the influence of family relationships on the development and adjustment 
of the preadolescent will be of value to both parents and teachers. 
The contribution of even a limited study such as this investigator 
proposes could lead to extended research to understand the preado-
lescent period· of development which is so difficult for both the 
preadolescent and those parents and teachers who may guide him. 
Assumptions 
This investigation is based on the following. assumptions: 
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1. Parents do have expectations for their children and preado-
lescents are aware that their parents have certain expectations for 
them. 
2. Preadolescents have feelings concerning their fulfillment 
of parental expectations and can accurately report these feelings. 
Hypotheses 
The overall hypothesis tested in this investigation was: . . The 
preadolescents w~o ~ high in personal and social adjustment 
are not different in regard to their reported feelings of fulfilling 
their parents~ expectations from preadolescents who score lQ1'l on 
personal and social adjustment. 
Specific hypotheses tested were: 
1. The preadolescents who liQ.Q.!:! ~ on personal and social 
adjustment are not differezt in regard to reported feelings of parental 
agreement on expectations from the preadolescents who §£2!:! J.QH on 
personal and social adjustment. 
2. The preadolescents who score !l1gb on personal and social 
adjustment are not different in reported feelings of number of 
expectations for both mothers and fathers from the preadolescents 
who~~ on personal and social adjustment. 
3. The older preadolescents in this study are not different 
in regard to reported feelings of fulfilling parental expectations 
from the younger preadolescents in this study. 
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Purposes of The Study 
The major purpose of this study was to determine if the preado;.. 
lescents who~ hiib on personal and social adjustment were differ-
ent in regard to their reported feelings of fulfilling their parents' 
expectations from preadolescents who~ 121{ on personal and social 
adjustment. Other purposes were: 
1. To determine if the preadolescents who scored high on personal 
and social adjustment were different in regard to parental agreement 
on expectations from the preadolescents who scored low on personal 
and social adjustment. 
2. To determine if the preadolescents who scored h1i!l on personal 
and social adjustment were different in regard to the number of re-
ported expectations for mothers and fathers from the preadolescents 
who scored ,lQl{ on personal and social adjustment. 
3. To determine if the older preadolescents were different in 
regard to the reported feelings of fulfilling parental expectations 
from the younger preadolescents. 
4. To determine which parental expectations were reported most 
frequently by preadolescents as expectations they did not fulfill. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined to clarify the reading of this 
study. 
Preadolescence, as used in this study, is the period of child-
hood that falls approximately between the ages of nine and thirteen. 
(21)(2) 
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Parental Expectation, as used in this study, is any characteristic 
or behavior that a parent desires a child to have acquired or to 
accomplish. 
Personal and social adjustment, as used in this study, is based 
on the feelings of personal and social security. The components of 
personal and social adjustment as defined by the California Test 
of Personality Manual (26) are discussed in Appendix C. (p 75) 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
There was no available instrument to measure parental expec-
tations as expressed by the preadolescent. To design such an 
instrument was the first task of the investigator. A review of 
the literature was made to find what expectations parents and other 
adults have for the preadolescent. These expectations were the 
basis on which an instrument was developed to measure the preado-
lescent 1 s feelings of fulfilling his parents' expectations. 
Identification of Parental Expectations 
Colonial Family Expectationso From the earliest writings of 
family life in America concerning parents' relationships with their 
children, Goodsell (12) wrote that the colonists brought with them 
to the new world the ideas of family discipline that prevailed in 
seventeenth century England. He further stated: 
Everywhere children were trained to render respect and obedience 
to parents and their childish offenses were punished with severity 
as the best means of driving out the old Adamo (p. 397) 
Calhoun (5) supported this concept of the status of the child 
in the colonial family when he stated that "children were to be seen 
not heard. 11 (po 105) 
8 
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Colonial children at a very young age were expected to help with 
the many household and farm ta_sks. (12) This expectation is still 
characteristic of many rural parents today. Good manners were expected 
in the better class colonial families. (12) 
Behavioral Characteristics§:.§ Expectations. In the late thirties 
Symonds (25) identified the following behavior characteristics of 
children who were accepted by their parents: 
loyal to family; good-natured; sleeps soundly; works well with others; 
keeps clothing neat and clean; courteous; does not get angry easily; 
lives up to promises; does not use profanity; causes no trouble to 
teacher; loyal to school; thoughtful of the needs of those about; meets 
another person straightforwardly; attentive in classroom; gets work 
done promptly; cheerful; takes care of own property; keeps desk,_books, 
and belongings neat; merry; is not easily led by others; good student 
in school; obedient; is not a sneak; perfects himself in some skills 
in music, art, athletics, etc.; spends money wisely. (p. 74) 
Parents' Likes.!!.§ ExpectatiQns. Cox (7) in a limited study of 
one hundred thirteen parents of fourth graders found that parents 
of preadolescents expressed the following likes in their children's 
behavior: 
bubbling behavior, good personality, even-tempered., good natured, 
cheerful, pleasant, good-hearted, has sunny disposition, sweet, kind, 
agreeable, adaptable, sympathetic, understanding, compassionate, 
thoughtful, sensitive, willing to apologize, generous, unselfish, 
likes to give, democratic, friendly, not catty, plays instruments 
well, participates in sports, reads well, makes good grades, cooper~ 
ates in play, shows imagination in crafts, studies well, attends 
church regularly, good worker, helps with small errands, determined, 
enthusiastic, has confidence in self, appreciative of praise and 
encouragement, appreciative of things given him, mature, developing 
sense of values. (pp. 45-61) 
•••• truthful, honest, not noisy, unobstrusive, obeys well, cooperative, 
eager to please, offers to help, can entertain self, plays alone when 
needs to, saves money, neat, dependable, accepts punishment as just 
and deserving, affectionate, imaginative, has good health habits, 
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takes care of clothing,. good manners, courteous, makes friends easily, 
isn't bashful, good 'sport, interested in nature, kind to pets and 
animals, sticks to re.sponsibility accepted, works without being told, 
gets along with teacher, adaptable, gets along well with age mates, 
accepts parents' judgmento (pp. 45-61) 
Responsibilities §&Expectations. Stromberg (24) developed a self-
reliance schedule to find the ages at which mothers felt children 
should be able to assume various responsibilities. Some of the tasks 
that the group of mothers, on which she reported, felt that children 
could be eA-pected to assume responsibility were: 
washes his hands without being told, polishes his shoes without adult 
supervision, bathes himself without adult reminder, keeps fingernails 
trimmed without adult reminder, changes undergarments without being 
reminded to do so, washes hair without adult supervision, hangs up 
coat and cap when he comes home from school without suggestion from 
an adult, hangs up his clothes when he takes them off, emptying the 
household wastebaskets when needed without being asked to do. so, 
setting table for family meal without adult supervision, drying the 
dishes, choosing a reasonably well-balanced meal from the school 
cafeteria line, able to prepare own breakfast in case of necessity, 
sit through church service without disturbing others, staying alone 
in his home for a half-day occasionally. (pp. 30-33) 
Expectations for Independence and Self-Mastery~ Winterbottom (28) 
studied the relation of childhood training in independence to a-
chievement motivation. She included in her questionnaire a list of 
twenty kinds of independence and mastery behaviors which may be goals 
of the mother's training,; The list came originally from interview 
scales used by John Whiting and Robert Sears at Harvard Univer,sity. 
The general list of behaviors used by Winterbottom that were drawn 
from the Harvard scales were: 
playing with other children, being away from home alone, avoiding 
noisine·ss and boisterousness, trying new things alone, being active 
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and energetic, reactions toward successs 1 interest in parent's 
activities, doing hard things alone, eating well alore, leading other 
children, making friends with other children, looking after pos-
sessions, school performance, going to bed alone, developing interest 
and hobbies, earning spending m~ney~ doing tasks ar9und the house, 
making decisions, competing in games and sports, staying at home 
alone. (po 33) 
Developmental Tasks§.§. Expectations. Educators also wrote con-
earning behavioral tasks they felt children of this age should be 
able to accomplisho Duvall (8) named the following developmental 
tasks for school-age boys and girls~ 
1. Learning the basic skills required of school children. 
2. Mastering the physical skills appropriate: to his development. 
3. Developing meaningful understanding of the use of money. 
4. Becoming an active cooperative member of his family. 
5. Extending his abilities to relate effectively to others, both 
peers.and,aduits. 
6. ·continuing the learnings involved in handling his feelings and 
impulses. 
7. Coming to terms with his or her own sex role both now and as it 
will become. 
8. Continuing to find himself as a worthy person. 
9. Relating.himself to loyalties beyond the movement and outside 
himself •. (pp. 262-264) 
Havighurst (13) also listed developmental tasks for middle 
childhood~ 
1. Learning physical skills necessary for ordinary games. 
2. Building wholesome attitudes toward oneself as a growing organism. 
3. Learning to get'. along with age mates. 
4. Learning an appropriate masculine or feminine social role. 
5. Developing fundamental skills in reading, writing, and calculating. 
6. Developing concepts necessary for everyday living. 
7. Developing conscience, morality, and a scale of values. 
8. Achieving personal independence. 
9. Developing attitudes toward social groups and institutions. 
(pp. 25-41) 
Characteristic Values for Ex~ectations. Kohn (18) used two 
hundred representative white working class families and another two 
12 
hundred representative white middle class families who had a child 
in the fifth grade to find the ways in which parents of different 
social classes differed in their values for children of fifth grade 
age. Each parent was given a card ljsttng seventeen characteristics 
that had been suggested by other parents in pretest interviews. The 
parents were asked to select the three items on the card that they 
considered most important in a boy or girl of fifth grade age. The 
parents were also asked if there were any other items they would 
add to the listo Only three additional characteristics were mentioned 
by an appreciable number of parents. They were "self-reliance" and 
"friendliness", and 11that the child act -his age and sex role"• "Self-
reliance" and 11:rriendliness" could be considered as included in the 
sev~nteen items. -,,;Even with these minor limitations, Kohn (18) felt 
that these seventeen characteristics were reasonably representative 
of what parents valued in fifth grade age children. The seventeen 
characteristic were: 
(1) that he is honest (2)' that he is happy, (3) that he is con-
siderate of others, (4~. that he obeys his par~nts well, (5). that he 
is dependable, (6) that he has good manners, (7) that he has self 
control, (8) that he is popular with other children, (9) that he 
is a good student, (10) that he is neat and clean, (11) that he is 
curious about things, (12) that he is ambitious, (13) that he is 
able to defend himself, (14) that he is affectionate, (15) that he 
is liked by adults, (16) that he is able to play by himself, (17) that 
he acts in a serious wayo (p. 339) 
Parents• ~tations E.s;pr1ssed ..1.n Interviews, The review of 
the literature indicated that pa.rents and educators do have certain 
expectations for the preadolescent. Although the investigator felt 
Kohn 1s (18) seventeen characteristics of parental values for fifth 
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grade childrenwere representative of the expectations reported in 
other studies, to _confirm these findings from literature three inter-
views with parents were conducted. One mother and father, and two 
mothers of preadolescents were interviewed. The following is a list 
of some of the expectations that were mentioned by those parents 
interviewed: 
friendly, poli t~, affectionate, dependable, responsible, do the best 
work in school that they can, manage own health habits, help with 
some home chores, happiness, to know what is right and wrong, develop 
study habits. 
The expectations named by the parents that were interviewed 
were also the expectations that were found in the literature. No 
expectations were named by the parents interviewed that had not been 
named in the literature. 
Categorization Qf Expectations !'..9y,ng In The Literature. To 
facilitate the construction of the Parental Expectations Questionnaire 
and to enable the investigator to view the scope of the expecatations, 
the expectations found in .the literature were divided roughly into 
six categories. The categories which were selected from general 
areas of study in child developnent were: ethics and religion 
social, emotional, physical, intellectual, and miscellaneous. Ex-
amples of the expectations that were included in the various cat·e-
gories are as follows: 
l. Ethics and Religion 
honest 
dependable 
attends church regularly 
spends money wisely 
2. Social 
makes friends easily 
obeys w.ell 






sense of humor 
5. Intellectual 
makes good grades 
curious about things 
displays original thought 
reads a lot 
4. Physical 
eats well 
has good health habits 
participates in sports 





interested in nature 
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A numerical count' of the expectations in the categories showed 
that sixt7-three expectations were listed under social, twenty-seven 
under emotional, twenty-four under miscellaneous, twenty-one under 
intellectual, sixteen under ethical, and fifteen under physical. The 
investigator felt that the proposed questionnaire should include all 
these categories with more emphasis on social expectations than the 
other areas since more expectations had been identified in this area. 
To include all the expectations listed in yhe literature would have 
made the questionnaire too lengthy for preadolescents to complete 
without becom,ing fatigued. 
Acceptance 91. Seventeen Characteristics. After several attempts 
to construct an instrument that would cover ali of the expectations 
in the different areas the investigator arbitrarily decided to use the 
seventeen characteristics that Kohn (18) used in his study. The 
reasons for accepting these seventeen characteristics ·were: 
1. Th.y were a conden'sed comprehensive list of behaviors valued 
for fifth grade children (preadolescents) that had been obtained by 
interviewing parents and asking them, ''What behavior do you value or 
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find desirable in your fifth grade child?" (18:339) These seven-
teen characteristics Kohn (18) identified were futher substantiated 
by having four hundred families of fifth grade children select three 
items from the seventeen characteristics which they considered the 
most important for fifth grade children. 
2. The seventeen characteristics listed by Kohn (18) were 
included in the expectations from each of the six categories, except 
miscellaneous mentioned earlier with the major empahsis on social 
expectations. 
3. The expectations named by parents that were interviewed 
by this investigator were also included in Kohn's seventeen charac-
teristics. 
4. Seventeen characteristics would permit the construction of 
a simple, concise and short questionnaire that covered all parental 
expectations that had been cited in the literature. 
The Parental Expectation Questionnaire 
The questionnaire method was selected to measure the preado-
lescent•s feelings of fulfilling his parent's expectations. This 
method of data collection is supported by Walters (27) who studied 
the relationship between reliability of responses in family life 
research and method of data collection. As a result of this study, 
Walters (27) stated: 
In general, for an analysis of the type of question used with the 
kind of sample which was selected, the questionnaire might appropri-
ately be chosen in preference to an interview since it is more 
economical and since it yields data as reliable as the · interview 
method. (p. 237) 
Selltiz (22) named the following advantages of the question-
naire: 
1. Less expensive procedure than the interview. 
2. Requires much less skill ~o administer than an interview. 
3. Questionnai~es can be administered to large numbers of people 
simultaneously. 
4. The impersonal nature of a questionnaire---its standardized 
wording, its standardized order of questions, its standardized 
instructions for recording responses--ensures some uniformity 
from one measurement situation to another. 
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5. Respondents have greater confidence ih their anonymity, and 
thus feel freer to express views they fear might be disapproved 
of or might get them into trouble. (pp. 238~241) 
The investigator selected fixed alternative questions that could 
be answered either "yes" or "no" because of their simplicity and 
appropriateness for statistical manipulation. (20) Fixed alterna-
tive questions also are standarizable, are simple to administer, 
help to ensure that the answers are given in a form that is usable 
in the analysis and require the respondent to make a judgement about 
his attitude rather than leaving this up to the investigator (22). 
Some limitations of the fixed alternative question are that 
it may force a statement of opinion on an issue about which the 
respondent does not have an opinion and also, different respondents 
may make different interpretations of the same question (22). Even 
with these limitations, the fixed alternative questionnaire seemed 
the most desirable for this study. 
The investigator designed a two-part questionnaire with Kohn's 
(18) seventeen characteristics to measure preadolescents1 feelings 
of fulfilling parental expectations. 
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The first part of the questionnaire, (;Appendix A p 59) 11Questions 
About You11 was designed to measure how the preadolescent felt about 
himself. (Table I) 
TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATION OF QUESTIONS ABOUT YOU 
MOST OF THE TIME I AM HONEST YES NO 
Honest means that you·tell the truth 
and do not cheat and do not steal. 
The second part of the questionnaire, (Appendix A p 6]) "Questions 
About Your Parents" was designed to determine how the preadolescent 
felt his parents felt about him. (Table II) 
TABLE II 
ILLUSTRATION OF QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR PARENTS 
USUALU MY PARENTS THINK THAT I SHOULD BE MORE HONEST 
Honest means that you tell the truth, and do not 
cheat and do not steal. . 
YES NO 
The explanation uridereach question was intended to help 
the child understand the question. The investigator formed the 
explanation by first forming a definition mentally and then con-
sulting a dictionary. 
The terms "usually" and "most of the time" in this study 
have ths same connotation. Different terms were ·-used in the two 
parts of the questionnaire to help the subject make .. the .change 
from 'thinking about himself in the first part of the questionnaire 
to thinking about how his parents felt about him in the second 
part of the· ~estionnaire. 
Test~ the Questionnaire. The two part questionnaire was 
then tested on a fourth grade boy to determine if it w€l'EI suitable 
for this age group. The subject was asked the following questions 
by the investigator in the child's home. 
.. 
1. · Are these questions too hard or too easy for fourth grade 
students? 
2. Are the questionnaires too long? 
3. Are there any words you do not know their meaning? 
4. Are there any questions you do not understand? 
5. Do you feel that most fourth grade boys and girls know 
enough about how their parents feel to answer these questions? 
6. Do "most of the time" and "usually" mean the same to you? 
7. Does the definition UDiEr the question help you to ~der-
stand the question better? 
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8. What changes do you think should .be made in the questionnaire? 
The fourth grade subject was then asked to interpret what he 
felt .was meant by each question. The fourth grade subject said he 
f~lt that the questionnaire was an acceptable test for fourth grade 
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students. (In his words he said it was 110K11.) The subject recom-
mended that the questionnaire be read aloud when it was given to a 
group of subjects. (This boy stated this helped him and that his 
teacher always read a test aloud to the class.) 
. I 
On the basis of this fourth grade boy's reaction to the two-
part questionnaire, the investigator arranged to further test the 
questionnaire by giving it to a class of fourth graders. Fourth 
grade pupils were selected to test the questionnaire because the 
investigator felt that if fourth grade students could understand it, 
the questionnaire would also be satisfactory for fifth grade students, 
the academic level intended for the final subjects. Another reason 
for the selection of fourth graders was to prevent the potential 
fifth grade subjects from being exposed to the questionnaire~ 
The investigator contacted the Stillwater Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools to secure permission to administer the two-part ques~ion-
naire to a group of fourth grade students for further testing. 
The two-part questionnaire was administered to a group of thirty-
one fourth grade pupils to evaluate for: (1) length of time needed 
to administ~r the questionnaire; (2) the subject's ability to under-
stand the questions; and (3) to determine whether the questions 
differentiated among the subjects' responses. The subjects were 
asked to evaluate verbally the two-part questionnaire after they 
had completed it. 
The amount of time needed for the subjects to complete the 
questionnaire and the subjects' evidence of ability to understand 
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the questionnaire were satisfactory; however, the "Question AbOut You" 
did not differentiate among the subjects. The majority of the 
thirty-one subjects ' marked all of the, questions "Yes." The question-
naire, "Questions About Your Parents" did differentiate among the 
subjects. This differentiation indicated that preadolescents do 
express different feelings regarding their feeling of fulfillment 
of parental expectations. 
Questionnaire Revision. Part one of the questionnaire on. 
"Questions About You11 was eliminated since it did not differentiate 
among the subjects. Part two of the questionnaire on "Questions 
About Your Parents" was retained because it did differentiate 
among the subjects. The "Questions About Your Parents11 part of 
the questionnaire was rewritten in two parts; one to be used in 
answering questions about mothers and one part to be used in answer-
ing questions about fathers. The purpose of these two parts was to 
find if preadolescents have different feelings about fulfilling 
mothers' expectations from fathers' expectations. 
'-
The term "most of the ti.me" was used on both parts of the 
questionnaire, since the fourth grade test group expressed verbally 
a preference for this term. 
The two revised parts of the questionnaire (Appendi.x,B, p67) 
were then administered to another roo~ of twenty-four fourth grade 
students to determine if the preadolescents answered the questions 
the same for the mother as they did for the father. The two-par-t 
questionnaire was read aloud to the subjects one part following the 
other. 
The responses of the fourth grade subjects to the two-part 
revised questionnaire indicated that this group of preadolescents 
had different feelings toward their fathers than they had toward 
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their mothers regarding parental expectations. The responses to the 
questions also differentiated among the subjects. Boys' ~ressed 
responses were different from the girls. This test group of fourth 
grade subjects also indicated that they were able to understand the 
questions. They felt that having the questions read aloud and having 
the explanations below the questions made the questionnaire easier 
for them to respond. (Appendix D, Table XIV, p. 88) 
Face Validity. Selltiz (22) reported that before an instru-
ment can be assumed to have face validity, the following two major 
questions must be considered. "(l) whether the instrument is really 
measuring the kind of behavior that the investigator assumes it is, 
and (2) whether it provides an adequate sample of that kind of 
' 
behavior with which it is concerned." (22:165) Jahoda (15) also 
stated, 11If a measure of an attitude is valid, one may reasonably 
expect that it will differentiate among people who behave different~ 
toward the object of the attitude." (15:115) 
Face validity of the Parental Expectation Questionnaire was 
assumed on the following bases: . (1) The fourth grade pupils' 
ability to understand the questions. (2) The assumption that the 
subjects accurate~ and truthfully answered the questions which is 
supported by Baker. (1) 11It is generally known that children's 
problems are so close to their lives that they can scarely refrain 
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from answering what applies to them. 11 (po 379) (3) The expectations 
in the questionnaire were representative of those expectations 
.found in the literatureo .(4) Testing of the questionnaire on 
fourth graders indicated that the questionnaire differentiated 
among the subjects. 
Following the previous testing the two-part questionnaire was 
considered ready to admiriister to the fifth grade subjects to determine 
', 
their feelings of fulfilling their parents• expectations. 
Face Sheet. Space was provided on the first page of the 
questionnaire for the subject to write his birth date, to indicate 
whether he was a boy or girl, and to indicate whether he was living 
with both parents, just his mother, or just his father. (Appendix 
B, p 67) 
CHAPTER III 
P.El.OCEDURE AND METHOD 
The four major steps of procedure in this study were: (1) to 
select the instrument to measure personal and social adjustment, 
(2) to design a questionnaire to elicit the child 0s feelings of 
fulfillment of parental expectations (discussed in detail in 
Chapter II, po 15) (.3) ti) a.elect the subjects, and (4) to administer 
these tests the subjectso 
California Test of Personality 
The California Test of Personality, Elementary form AA, 
(Appendix C, p 79) was chosen as the instrument to be used to 
measure the personal and social adjustment of the preadolescents. 
The bases for selection of the California Test of Personality 
were: (1) the elementary form of the test has standardized scores 
for·grades four through eight, and differentiates statistically 
betw~en levels of adjustment for children. (2) The test is 
mechanically satisfactory, and the test and the manual of directions 
are arranged in a manner which makes for ease and accuracy in 
adminis·tering and scoring. ·(3) The California Test -2!. Personality 
appears t? be among the better tests available. (4) The test is 
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most applicable for research purposes to obtain comparisons between 
groups. (23)(26)(4) 
The norms given for the California Test ,2!: Personality are 
the· result of test data secured from 4562 pupils in grades four to 
eight inclusive in schools in Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Massachusetts 
and Ca'"-f'ornia. No significant difference was found between the 
' female and male responses .'. (26) The subtests, personal adjustment 
and social adjustment are similar in mean and standard deviation 
and are highly correlated with each other. (23) 
One criticism of a test of this type may be on the truthful-
ness of the children'~ responses; however, the tendency of the children 
to tell the truth is supported by Baker. (1) "It is generally 
known that children's problems are so close to their lives that 
they can scarce~ refrain from an'swering what applies to them."11 
(p. 379) 
The California Iu! .2!: Personality (Appendix c, p 79) is 
" 
?omposed of 144 questions to be answered "yes" .or "no". The test 
is divided into two sections, personal adjustment and social ad-
justment. Six components are included in each of these two sections 
with twelve questions unde! each component. 
The twelve components used in the California Iu! ,2!: Personality 
and their interpretations as li~ted in the manual are found in 
Appendix C, p 75. 
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Parental Expectation Questionnaire 
The steps in the development of the Parental Expectation 
Questionnaire were described in detail in Chapter II. The Parental 
EJQ2Qctation Questionnaire as it was described was used to measure 
the child's feelings of fulfilling his parents• expectations. The 
reader will recall that justification for the use of a questionnaire 
was substantiated at that time. 
Selection of Subjects 
White fifth grade pupils in the Stillwater, Oklahoma, public 
schools were chosen as subjects . for this study. The data were 
collected in a midwestern university city of approximately 25,000 
residents. There were five white elem~nte.ry schools which consisted 
of ten fifth grade classrooms. The elementary schools were located 
in different sections of the city and the pupils attending reflected 
the economic conditions of the different areas. 
Fifth grade pupils were used because they are in age approxi-
mately in the middle of the preadolescent period and have sufficient 
reading skills for the investigator to assure that the student 
understands the questiopnaire. 
The California~~ Personality and the Parental Expectations 
Questionnaire were administered to 227 white fifth grade pupils 
who were present on the testing dates. No attempt was made to 
administer the tests to the students who were absent on the testing 
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dates. Thirteen subjects of the 227 were eliminated because. they 
either did not complete the tests or they were ab.sent during the 
administration of one of the tests. Two hundred fourteen subjects 
completed both the California Test of Personalitx and the farental 
~~pectation,Q_U§stionnaire~ This included ninety-four boys and one 
hundred twenty girlso 
The reader will recall that comparing the· expressed parental 
expectations of older preadolescents with younger preadolescents 
was stated earlier as one of the purposes of this study. Before 
the number of boys and girls could be equated as the final subjects 
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At-test was used to determine if an important difference in 
the number of parental expectations existed between old.er and 
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younger preadolescents in this studyo The results of the t-test 
indicated there was no important difference between the older and 
younger preadolescents in this study in the number of reported parental 
expectationo This difference was true for boys and for girls sepa-
rately, therefore, age was rejected as a factor in this study and 
no further treatment of the data with age as a factor will be 
used in the analysis of data to be found in Chapter IV. 
When age was determined to have no importance in this study, 
the boys were then matched with the girls on basis of personal 
and social adjustment scores. (Appendix D, Table XV., p 89) This 
pairing of the subjects resulted in the following four groups each 
consisting of forty-two subjects: high-scoring~' high-scoring · 
girls, low-scoring~,. !ng low-scoring ii!:l..§. The final subjects• 
' 
scores on personal and social adjustment ranged from the second 
perc~ntile to the ninety-fifth percentileo 
The pairing of subjects on the basis of personality scores 
resulted in the two high scoring groups having similar means and 
the two low-scoring groups having similar means. (Table IV, p 28) 
The method of pairing subjects is supported by Selltiz (22) on the 
basis that successful matching of subjects can greatly increase 
the efficiency of an experiment by decreasing the size of differ-
ences that would obcur between two groups by chance alone. Equivalent 
groups also insure as far as possible the validity of inference 
made on the basis of the experiment and increases the sensitivity 
of the eXperiment. (22) 
Good (11) also reportedg 
Pairing of pupils or subjects in the parallel groups is a refined 
technique that is more reliable (accurate) than depending solely 
on a comparison of the averages and variabilities of the groups 
considered as a wholeo (p 708) 
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The mean score of the high-scoring boys was 1260.38 and the mean 
score for the high-scoring girls was 126.26. The mean score for the 
low-scoring~ was 100.28 and the mean score for the low-scoring 
girls was 100 047 o ( Table IV) 
TABLE IV 
MEAN SCORES OF BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE PERSONAL AND 
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT TEST BY HIGH-SCORING 
















Age of Subiectao The ages of the final subjects ranged from 
ten years to t,welva years with the mean age of the subjects being 
10o7 yearso The mean age for the girls was 10.7 years and the mean 
age for the boys was 1008 yearso (Appendix D, Table XVI p 90 ) 
Administration of The Tests 
The investigator obtained permission from the Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, ~ssistant Superintendent of Schools to use all of the 
white fifth grade pupils in Stillwater as subjects. Arrangements 
were then made with the principals· of each of the five white 
elementary schools to administer the tests during the week of 
January 22-26, 19620 
The California~~ Personality was administered first in 
five of the classrooms and the Parental Expectations Questionnaire 
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was administered first in the remaining five classrooms. Likewise, 
in five of the classrooms, the Questions About I2Ur Father part 
of the Parental Expectation Questionnaire was administered first 
and . the Questions ~ XoY.r Mother part of the liarental Expectation 
Questionnaire was administered first in the remaining five class-
roomso 
After the investigator was introduced to the class by the 
teacher, she explained the purpose of her visit to their room and 
secured the pupil's cooperationo The investigator stressed that 
there were no "right" or 11wrong" answers and that the subjects 
did not need to put their names on the paperso 
The subjects were asked to put their complete birth dates on 
I I 
both of the teats to give the investigator information on the ages 
I ' 
of the subjectso Also, the birth dates were used to match the 
parental expectation scores with the personality scores during the 
analysis of the datao 
Directions were read aloud to the subjects on both tests. 
(Appendix B,p 65 and Appendix C, p 74 ) The subjects were given 
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an opportunity to ask necessary questions before they began answer-
ing the questionso 
Each question and explanation was read aloud on the Parental 
E;xpectation Questionnaire as the pilot test subjects had expressed 
this as a procedure that would help clarify the statements. Reading· 
the questii::ms aloud als:ci helped the subjects to concentrate on one 
question at a t.ime and prevented the subjects fro,m comparing their 
own responses for mothers and fatherso 
The California Test of Personality was administered according 
to the manual directions (26)o 
Both tests were hand scored and the results were tabulated 
by the invet:rtigator o The test ::results are presented in qhapter IVo 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The major J;?Urpo S§ o.f this study was to determine if the pre-
adolescents who _,,scoreq hjgh on personal and social adjustment 
were different in regard to their reported feelings of fulfilling 
their parents' expectations frorµ the ,preadolescents who scored 
.lQ.'g on personal and social adjustment. The reader vill recall 
that the factor of age was eliminated on the basis of the results 
of a t-·-tee.t which indicated that age was not an important factor 
in this study. Other subsidiar.y DU~.R.Q~e~ of this study were~ 
1. To determine if the preadolescents who .§.9ored high on 
personal and social adjustment were different in regard to parental 
agreement on expectations from the preadolescents who scored low 
on personal and social adjustment. 
2. To determine if the preadolescents who §CO:r..§g high, on 
personal and scci.al ad,justment we:re dif.f erent in regard to the 
number of reported expectations for mothers and fathers from the 
preadolescents who .§.9_ored .Jm~ on personal and social adjustment. 
3. To dete::::"mine which parental expectations were reported 




Organization Guide For Interpreting Data 
To facilitate the analysis and presentation of these data, 
the following steps were observed: 1. The purpose will be stated 
in question form. 2. The data will be presented in table form 
with statistical analysis by chi-square to identify important differ-
ences between certain factors. 3. The data will be interpreted 
and the hypotheses will be accepted or rejected. 4. Data that 
does not lend itself to chi-square analysis will be presented by 
frequency count; however, the same form of stating the question 
with evidence for the answer will be used. 
The chi-square method of statistical analysis was chosen for 
treatment of data in this study since it lends itself well to the 
comparison of two or more frequency distributions or to cross 
tabulations to determine important differences between them. (29)(15) 
The following chi-square formula was used: (10:254) 
> 
Chi-square= , · [<to - fe)• ·] 
L, fe 
\ -
Parental Expectation ~. The parental expectation score 
in this study is the total number of times the subjects reported 
their parents would like them to do better on a particular expectation. 
Preadolescents I Feelings of Fulfilling Parental Expectations 
Major Purpose. 
Do the preadolescents who ..B.Q.QJ:§ .!u.gh on personal and social 
adjustment differ in regard to their feelings of fulfilling their 
parents• expectations from preadolescents who score low o~ personal 
and social adjustment? 
TABLE V 
SCORES FOR PA:RENTS 1 EX~TATIONS 
AS :REPORTED BY A GROUP . 
OF PREAOOLE::£ENTS 
(N = 168; Boys= 84; Girls= 84) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Boys Girls 
filib Scoring 484 499 
Low Scoring 620 775 





Table V shows that there was an important difference in reported 
feelings between the preadolescents who scored .b..1ih on personal and 
social adjustment and the preadolescents who scored l2l! on personal 
and social adjustment in regard to fulfilling parental :expectations. 
(Chi-square= 5.567;p< .02) The preadolescents in this study who 
scored !u.gb on personal and social adjustment felt they were doing 
a better job of fulfilling their parents' expectations than did 
preadolescents who scored .lol! on personal and social adjustment. 
On the basis of these findings., the major null .hypot~esis (page 5) 
was rejected. 
Further analy~is by chi-square was used to determine the 
importance of the difference between .bJ.gb-scoring ~ and ·.l2J!l-
scoring ~, between high~scoring ~, and loli-scoring i.11:la, 
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between hiib-scorini ~ and.JJlgh-scorini ~; and between .lw!-
scoring~ and low-scoring~. 
_fil.gh-~g ~ §:!19 ~-Scoring~. There was an important 
difference · in the reported feelings of .bigb-~coring ~ and ~scoring 
~ in this study in regard to fulfilling parental expectations. (Chi-
square = 16.754;~.0l) The high-scoring Q2Z§ felt ·they were doing a 
better job of fulfilling their parents' expectations than did the~-
scoring boys. 
' High-Scoring Girls and Low-Scoring~. There was an important 
.difference between the reported feelings of the ·.b.igh-scoring girls 
' . 
and the ..l.mi-scoring gii:J.§ in regard to fulfilling parental ·e~pectations. 
(Chi-square= 59.?92;p~.Ol). The .hiib-scoring ~ felt they were doing 
a better job of fulfilling parental expectati<?ns than· did the loli-
scoring gj..rl§. 
!Ugh-Scoring~~ }llg,!i-Scoring ru.r.1§. There was no important 
difference between the reported feelings of the !u,gb-scoring .QQZ.S 
and the high-scoring giili in regard to fulfilling ~ental expec-
tations. (Chi-square= 0.119;not significant) 
' 
.l&l[-Scoring ~ and .Mlli-Scorltlg fil.!:.1§. There was an important 
difference between the reported feelings of the low-scor.illg ~ 
and the ~-scoring~ in regard to fulfilling parental expec-
tations. (Chi-square= 17.222;p::.Ol) The ~-scoring .QOZ§_felt they 
were doing a better job of fulfill~ng their .parents' expectations than 
did the low-scoring~ in this st~dy. 
11:§adolescents ~ Mothers~ Expectations. Table VI shows that 
there was no important difference in reported feelings between the 
!u,gg-scoring preadolescents and the ~-scoring preadolescents 
TABLE VI 
SCORES FOR MOTHERS' EXmTATIONS 
AS REPORTED BY A GROUP 
OF PREAOOLEOOENTS 
(N = 168; Boys= 84; Girls= 84) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Boys Girls 
.High Scoring Group 246 25.3 
.Lwri Scorini Group .317 400 




in regard to fulfilling their mothers' expectations; however, 
there was a tendency for the .bj,gh-scoring preadolescents to feel 
they were doing a better job of fulfilling their mothers' expec-
tations than the ~-scoring preadolescenis 1n this study. (Chi-
square = 3.076; p<.10) · 
In view of this tendency toward a difference between the two 
groups, further analysis by chi-square was made to determine the 
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importance of the difference between the .bJ.&!l-scorini ~ and the 
low-scoring .QQZ§, between the bjgb-scoring girl§ and the l.2J!l-scoring 
.ii!:l!, and between the h.1gh-scoring Q.QZ§ and the h.1gh-scoring .i.1.!:l.s, 
I 
and between the ~-scoring~ and the 12l,i-scoring girls. 
Preadolescent ~~Mothers' Expectations. There was an 
important difference between the reported feelings of the .b.i:ih-scoring 
]2.QD! and the. l.PJ!-scoring ~ in regard to fulfilling their mothe.rs 1 
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expectations. (Chi-square= 8.954; p<.01) The high-scoring ]2Qz§ 
felt that they were doing a better job of fulfilling their mothers' 
expectations than did the l21{-scoring ~ 
Preadolescent ~ and Mothers' Ex:pectations. There was 
an important difference between the reported feelings of the high-
scoring ~ and the .l2H-scoring ~ in regard to fulfilling 
their mothers' expectations. (Chi-square= 33.092; p<.01) The 
.b.!gb-scoring girls felt they were doing a better job of fulfilling 
their mothers' expectations than did the l2!{-scoring ~ in this 
study. 
!!igb-Scoring Preadolescents and Mothers'. Expectations. There 
was no important difference between the reported feelings of the 
.!u,gb-scoring ~ and the .high-scoring Kirl§ in regard to fulfill-
ing their mothers' expectations. (Chi-square= 0.098; not signif-
icant) 
~-Scoring Preadolescen"tBand Mothers' Expectations. There 
was an important difference between the reported feelings of the 
.J..oli-scoring QQZ,.B and the loi{-scoring girls in regard to fulfilling 
their mothers' expectations. (Chi-square= 9.608; p<.01) The 
low-scoring~ in this study felt that they were doing a better 
job of fulfilling their mothers' expectations than did the~-
scoring girl§. 
Preadolescents .§.ng Fathers' Expectations. Table VII (p 37) 
shows that there was no important difference in reported feelings 
between the .bJ.gb-scoring preadolescents and the ~-scoring pre-
adolescents in regard to fulfilling their fathers' expectations; 
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however, there was a tendency for the high-scoring preadolescents 
to feel they were doing a better job of fulfilling their fathers' 
expectations than the low-scoring preadolescents in this study. (Chi-
square = 3.187;p<.10) 
In view of this tendency toward a difference between the two 
groups, further analysis by chi-square was made to d~termine the 
importance of the difference between the .lligb-scoring ~ and the 
l,svi-scoring ~' between the h.1,gh-scoring ~ and the .loJ!-scoring 
~' between the high-scoring~ and the .hig,!}-scoring &.!1:1§, 
and between the loll-scoring~ and the lQl{-scoring gj.rl§. 
TABLE VII 
SCORES FOR FATHERS' EX~TATIONS 
AS REPORTED BY A GROUP 
·OF PREAIX>LES:ENTS 
(N = 168; Boys= 84; Girls= 84) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Boys Girls 
!Ui!l Scoring 238 246 
.!&.ll Scoring 303 385 




Preadolescent ~~Fathers' Expectations. There was 
an important difference between the reported feelings of the~-
scoring .QQZ§ and the lQH-scoring ~ in regard to fulfilling their 
fathers' expectations. (Chi-square = 7.810;p<.Ol) The .bJ,gb-scoring 
boys felt they were doing a better job of fulfilling their fathers' 
expectations than did t .he low-scoring boy;~. 
~Qlescent ~ and Fathers• Expe~tations. There was an 
important difference between the feelings of the high-§coring girls 
and the low-scoring g,y:l§ in regard to fulfilling their fathers' 
expectations. (Chi-square = 30.620;p~Ol) The .bJ.&h-scoring &1rl.s 
felt that they were doing a better job of fulfilling their fathers• 
expectations than did the l2l:i-scoring ~ • 
.Higb-Scoring Preadolescents ~ Fathers• ~ectations. There 
was no important difference between the reported feelings of the 
high-scoring~ and the b.1,gb-scoring girls in regard to fulfill-
ing their fathers• expectations. JChi-square = 0.1322; not signif-
.., 
icant) The l!J,gb-scoring J22z§ and the bj.gb-scoring girls had similar 
feelings regarding the fulfillment of fathers• expectations. 
l&l:l-Scoring Preadolescents ~ Fathers' Expectations, There 
was an important difference between the reported feelings of the 
.12H-scoring ~ and the .lQ.H-scoring ~ in regard to fulfilling 
fathers• expectations. (Chi-square = 9. 774;p<.Ol) The boys who 
scored .lQH on personal and social adjustment felt they were doing 
a better job of fulfilling their fathers• expectations than did the 
girls who scored lQli on personal and social adjustment. 
Agreement Hi!Jl ~Studies.These findings related to the 
major purpose of this study (p 32) agree with the findings of Monkman 
(19) who found that mothers and fathers of well adjusted children 
are more accepting in general than the parents of maladjusted 
children. Another ·finding by Monkman (19) was that maladjusted 
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children perceive their parents as being less accepting than do well 
adjusted children. Johnston (17) also found that the felt parental 
expectations of boys and girls of college age were related to the 
individual's feelings of adequacy. 
The findings of Burchinal (3) indicated no relationship between 
the degree to which parents accept their children and the personality 
adjustment of the child; however he rejected his findings on the 
basis of inadequate measurement. 
Parental .Agreement on Expectations 
Subsidiary Purpose l· 
Do the preadolescents who~ h1gb on personal and social 
adjustment indicate that their parents have greater agreement on 
expectations than the preadolescents who~~ on personal 
and social adjustment? 
TABLE VIII 
~ORES FOR PARENTAL AGREEMENT ON EX~TATIONS AS REPORTED 
BY HIGH-SCORING AND LOW-SCORING 
PREADOLE~ENT BOYS AND GIRLS 
(N = 168; Boys= 84; Girls= 84) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Boys Girls 
~-Scoring 624 597 
.lQli-Scoring 586 541 





Parental agreement on expectations means that the preado-
lescent made the same response to a specific item on both parts 
of the questionnaire. Example: If the subject indicated his father 
wanted him to be more honest, he also indicated his mother wanted 
him to be more honest. 
The scores for parental agreement on expectations are pre-
sented in Table VIII (p. 39). There was no important difference ' 
between the reported feelings of the preadolescents who scored higg 
on perso~al and social adjustment and the preadolescents who scored 
l.su{ on personal and social adjustment in regard to parental agree-
ment on expectations. (Chi-square= .1710; Not significant) This 
data further revealed that there was no important difference be-
tween the reported feelings of· the boys and girls in regard to 
parental· agreement on expectations. On the basis of these findings, 
-
the subsidiary null hypothesis I (page 5) was accepted. 
Number of Mothers' and Fathers' Expectations 
Subsidiary Pw::pose n. 
Do the preadolescents who score h1&n on personal and social 
adjustment differ in regard to· the number of reported expectations 
. . 
for mothers and fathers from the preadolescents who .§£0!:§ lOJi 
on personal and social adjustment? 
Table IX (p •. 4i) shows that there was no important .difference 
between the number of expectations of mothers and fathers as reported 
by the preadolescents in this study. This was true for the .!ugh-
scoring and the ~-scoring groups. On the basis of these findings 
the subsid).a.:cy null hypothesis II (page 5) was accepted. 
---
TABLE IX 
SCORES FOR MOTHERS' AND FATHERS' EXPECTATIONS 
AS REPORTED BY A GROUP 
OF PREAIDLESCENTS 
(N = 168; Boys= 84; Girls =84) 


















SCORES FOR MOTHERS' AND FATHERS' EXPECTATIONS 
AS REPORTED BY A GROUP 
OF PREAOOLES::ENT BOYS 
(N = 84; Mothers= 42; Fathers= 42) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Mother Father Total 
High-Scoring 246 2.38 4~4 
Low-peering 317 303 620 
Total 563 541 
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Preadolescent ~ and Mothers' and Fathers' Expectations. 
Table X (p. 41) sho1oE1that there was no important difference between 
the number of expectations of mothers and fathers as reported by the 
boys in this study. (Chi-square= 0.14; Not significant) This was 
true for the !u,gh-scoring ]2QZ§ and the ~-scoring~. 
TABLE XI 
SCORES FOR MOTHERS' AND FATHERS' EXPEX:;TATIONS 
AS REPORTED BY A GROUP 
OF PREAOO LES::ENT GIRLS 
(N = 84; Mothers= 42; Fathers= 42) 
Personal and Social Adjustment 
Group Mother Father Total 
Jilill-Scoring 253 . 246 499 
Low-Scoring 400 385 785 
Total 653 631 
Preadolescent ~ and Mothers' .!nd Fathers' Expectations. 
Table XI (p. 42) shows that there was no important difference be-
tween the ~umber of expectations of mothers and .fathers as reported 
by the girls in this study. (Chi-square= 0.47; Not significant) 
This was true for the .aign-scoring ~ and the low-scoring &ir.1.§. 
Frequency of Parental Expectations Not Fulfilled 
Subsidiary Pu.rpose-ll.I 
Which parental expectations are reported most frequently by 
the preadolescents as expectations they do not fulfill? 
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Expectations Not Fulfilled ]2z Preadolescents. The raw data 
were examined to find those expectations which half or more of the 
subjects felt they were not fulfilling. (Table XII, p.44) 
The expectations which half or more of the .QQZ§ felt they 
were not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be a better student; 
(2) to have better manners; and (3) to be more obedient. 
The expectations which half or more of the girls felt they 
were not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be more obedient; 
(2) to be more ambitious; (3) to have better manners; (4) to be· 
better able to play alone; (5) to be a better student; and (6) to 
be more considerate. 
Expectations Not Fulfilled~ rteadolescent I!Qzs. The raw 
data were examined to find those expectations which half or more 
of the J:u.gb-scoring and l.o.H-scoring ~ felt they were not fulfill-
ing. (Table XII, p.44) 
There was only one expectation which half or more of the !u.gh-
scoripg .QQZ.§ felt they were not fulfilling. This was to have better 
manners. 
The expectations which half or more of the low- scoring~ 
felt they were not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be a better 
student; (2) to be more obedient; (3) to have better manners; and 
(4) .. to be more ambitious. 
A comparison of these data for bJ,gb-scoring and low-scoring 
!22X§ gives supporting evidence for the earlier finding iri this 










9. Better Student 
TABLE XII 
RAW SCORES FOR ITEMS ON THE PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE* 
AS REPORTED BY HIGH-SCORING AND LOW-SCORING 
PREAJ?()LESCENT BOYS AND GIRLS 
High-Scorin~ Grou~ Low-Scoring Grou~ 
Boys Gir.ls . Boys Girls Boys 
15 21 29 34 44 
24 28 33 38 57 
35 .38: 40 46 75 
32 44 52 64 84 
21 30 36 45 57 
46 35 44 58 90 
36 33 34 43 70 
16 15 21 36 37 
40 34 59 57 99 
10. Neatness and Cleanliness 22 28 j5 38 57 
11. Curiosity 35 29 32 40 67 
12. Ambition 32 36 44 60 76 
13. Defend Self 25 32; 35 46 60 
14. Affectionate 25 25 37 43 62 
15. Liked By Adults 18 15 23 37 41 
16. Play Alone 36 34 35 57 71 
17. Act Serious 26 22 31 43 57 
: -~- ·:;:.f¥1~~~$~;:Jr~ ·· --~--























fulfilling their parents' expectations than did the low-scoring 
]2QzL ( p. 31) 
' Expectations Not Fulfilled~ Preadolescent .w.w. The raw 
data were examined to find those expectations which half or more of 
the .hi.ib-scoring and .lm!-scoring girls felt they were not fulfill-
ing. (Table XII, p. 44) 
There was only one expectation which half or more of the h.1gb-
~coring i.11:l.§ felt they were not fulfilling. This was to be more 
obedient. 
The expectations which half or more of the ~-scoring iJ.!:l§ 
felt they were not fulfilling were as followst (1) to be more , 
obedient; (2) to be more ambitious; (3) to have better manners; 
(4) to be better able to play alone; (5) to be a better student; 
(6) to be more considerate; (7) to be better able to defend myself; 
(8) to be more dependable; (9) to show more self-control; (10) to 
be more affectionate; and (11) to act more serious. 
A comparison of these data for l!J.ih-scoring and loll-scoring 
&i.rl,s gives supporting evidence for the earlier finding in this 
study that high-scoring girl§ felt they were doing a better job of 
fulfill~ their par~nta' expectations than did the low-scoring~. 
(p.34) 
Mothers' .!rul Fathers' E:gpectat1ons Not Fulfilled By Preado-
lescents. The raw data were examined to find the mothers' and 
fathers' expectations which half or more of the subjects felt they 



















RAW SCORES FOR ITEMS_ON THE PARENTAL EXPEnTATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 
AS REPORTED FOR MOTHERS AND FATHERS BY HIGH-SCORING 
AJJD LOW-SCORING PBEADOLESCENTS 
High-Scgring Group Low-Scoring Group Total 
Item Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers 
Honesty 21 15 3'5 28 56 43 
Happiness 24 28 40 31 64 59 
Considerate 37 36 42 44 79 80 
Obedience 37 39 55 61 92 · 100 
Dependable 28 23 43 38 71 61 
Manners 40 41 55 47 95 88 
Self-Control 36 33 41 36 77 69 
Popu.larity 15 16 29 28 44 44 
Better Student 37 37 58 58 95 95 
Neatness and Cleanliness 34 16 42 3.1 76 47 
Curiosity 34 30 36 36 70 66 
Ambition 31 37 49 55 80 92 
Defend Self 29 28 39 42 68 70 
Affectionate 23 27 40 40 63 67 
Liked By Adults 16 17 32 28 48 45 
flay Alone 37 33 44 48 81 81 
Act Serious 20 28 37 37 57 65 
~ 
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The mothers' expectations which half or more of the subjects 
felt they were not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be a better 
student; (2) to have better manners; and (3) to be more obedient. 
The fathers' eePectations which half or more of the subjects 
felt they were not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be more 
obedient; (2) to be a better student; (3) to be more ambitious; 
and (4) to have better manners. 
A comparison of these data indicated little difference between 
the mothers' and fathers' expec\.tions.which half or more of the 
subjects felt they were not fulfilling. This is in keeping with 
earlier findings in this study. (p.40) 
A Comparison~ Mothers'~ Fathers' E;xpectations. The 
raw data were examined for differences between mothers• and fathers• 
expectations as reported by the subjects~ (Table XIII, p. 46) 
For the most part there appears to be little difference 
between the expectations of mothers and fathers. An item checked 
by few subjects as an expectation which they were not fulfilling for 
their mothers was also checked by few subjects as an expectation 
which they were not fulfilling for their fathers, e.g., to be 
more popular. Similarly, an item checked by a majority of the 
subjects as an expectation which they were not fulfilling for 
their mothers was also checked by a majority of the subjects as 
an expectation which they were not fulfilling for their fathers, 
e.g., to be a better student. 
For one item, neatness and cleanliness, there was a marked 
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differenrebetween the mothers' and fathers' expectations. Many more 
subjects felt that their mothers rather than their fathers would 
like them to be "more neat and clean11 • This was true for subjects 
in both the high-scoring and 1m[-.§!.Q.Qri:qg_groups. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY 
The major purpose of this study was to determine if the preado-
lescents who~ high on personal and social adjustment are 
different in regard to their feelings of fulfilling their parents' 
expectations from the preadolescents who score:l low on personal and 
social adjustment. 
A two-part Parental Expectations Questionnaire was de-
veloped by the investigator to measure the subjec~'s feelings of 
fulfilling his parents' expectations. The California~ of 
Personality was used to measure the personal and social adjustment 
of the subjects. The final subjects were 168 white fifth grade 
pupils in the piblic schools of Stillwater, Oklahoma. On the 
basis of personality scores from the California Test J2l Personality 
these subjects were divided into the following four groups of 
forty-t'WO subjects each: .big!i-scoring ~' .bJ.gh-scoring ~' 
.lm!-scoring m2n, .lm!-scoring girls, 
;,,-,/ 
The data were treated by(obi-square analysis to determine the 
significance of the relationship between personal and social ad-
justment ~s measured by the California Test J2l Personality and the 
preadolescents' feelings of fulfilling their parents' expectations 




The major findings of this study are summarized as follows: 
1. Preadolescents• Feelings~ Fulfilling Parental Expectations. 
The preadolescents who scored h1gb on personal and social adjustment 
felt they were doing a better job of fulfilling their parents• 
expectations than did the preadolescents who scored l2Ji on personal 
and social adjustment. (Chi-square= 5.567;p<.02) This finding 
was true for both fathers• expectations and mothers• expectations . 
as reported by both boys and girls. 
a. There was no important difference between the 
reported feelings of the !ligb-scoring boys and the .high-scoring 
.ii!:l§ in regard to fulfilling parental expectations. (Chi-square= 
0.119; Not significant) This finding was true for both fathers' 
and mothers' expectations as reported by the .bj,gb-scoring preado-
lescents. 
b. The 1.o.H-scoring ~ felt they were doing a better 
job of fulfilling their parents' expectations than did the low-
S?9ring girls in this study. (Chi-square= 17.222;p<.Ol) This 
finding was true for both fathers• and mothers' expectations as 
reported by the ~-scoring preadolescents. 
2. Parental Agreement Qll E;pectations. There was no important 
difference between the reported feelings of the preadolescents 
who scored h1gh on personal and social adjustment and the preado-
lescents who scored low on personal and social adjustment in regard 
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tr) p8S'Emtal agreement on expectations, (Chi-square ""' .1710; Not 
significant) There was, also, no important difference between the 
reported feelinga. of boys and girls in regard to parental agree-
ment on expectations, 
3. Number of Mothers' and Fathers' E2f!2ectations. There was 
n.o important di..fference between the number of expectations of 
mothers and fathers as reported by the preadolescents in this 
study. (Chi-squarl8 ""' 0,28; Not significant) This finding was 
true for the I:dgh-scorlng and the low--se.Q,ring groups and for the 
boyB and the g.i:rls o 
4. Fr§.9_ue:r..Q.Y .QJ. Parental ~Qectations Not Fulf illei;io The 
expectations whfoh half or more of the boys felt they were not 
fu.lfill.ing wsre as followsg (1) to be a better student; (2) to 
have better manners; and (.3) to be more obediento The expectations 
wh.ieh half or more of the girls felt they were not fulfilling 
wer,c:i as follows: (1) tc be more obedient, (2) be more ambitio1.1i:q 
(3) to have better manners; (;~) to be better able to play alone; 
(5) be a student.; and (6) ba more considerate. More 
these expsnts:tion£3 wer,a named by the 1Q.1i-SCQ.ring QQJl:Jz and lm,.re~ 
sc9rir~ m:1.§ than by the high-§.>;:..Q1'iJ1g .QO:YS and high-sc2.rii:ig girlso 
ac, The mothers n expectations which half or more of' the 
ects felt they were not fulfilling were as follows~ (1) to be 
a better student; (2) to have better manners; and (3) to be more 
obedient a 
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b. The fathers' expectations which half or more of the 
subjects felt they ..ere not fulfilling were as follows: (1) to be more 
obedient; (2) to be a better student; (3) to be more ambitious; and 
(4) to have better manners. 
c. There was little difference between the expectations of 
mothers and fathers as reported by the subjects; however, many more 
subjects felt that their mothers rather than their fathers wanted 
them to be "more neat and clean". 
Implications for Educators and Parents 
The results of this study indicate that preadolescents who 
~ high on the California ·~ 52I. Personality feel they are 
fulfilling their parents' expectations better than the lQH-scoring 
preadolescents. This would seem to indicate that parents and 
educators should evaluate the expectations they hold for preado-
lescents to determine whether their goals for this age group are 
realistic. 
School cotmseh-s and teachers should gain understanding of 
the parent-child relationship when the preadolescent scores l2l! 
on the California~ QI. Personality since evidence from this 
study points to the finding that the subject feels he is not 
living up to his parents'expectations. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The investigator makes the following recommendations for 
further research related to this study: 
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(1) A more representative sample be used; also include a 
wider age range of preadolescents. (Nine to thirteen years) 
(2) Include factors such as socio-economic status, ordinal 
position, and intelligence scores to gain further understanding 
about preadolescents 1 feelings of parental expectations. 
(3) A similar questionnaire with the same expectatiori.S as 
used in this study be designed to ascertain the feelings of parents 
in regard to preadolescents 1 fulfillment of parental expectations. 
There would be value in knowing if parents and preadolescents 
agree on expectations. 
(4) Parental agree~ent on expectations be further studied 
using a larger number of more specific expectations. 
Limitations of the Study 
An evaluation of ,the study by the _investigator revealed the 
following limitations: 
(1) The subjects were not a representative sample; however, 
for the pirpose of this study it was deemed practical to use the 
white fifth grade subjects; and ·on this basis the largest possible 
group of matched subjects was used. 
(2) The reliability and validity of the Parental Expectation 
Questionnaire had not been established prior to this study, however 
the Parental Egpectation Questionnaire seemed to have face validity 
since it was based on expectations identified by other investigators. 
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This test was refined by the investigator until it did discriminate 
among the subjects in the pretest. 
(3) A question may be raised as to whether the Parental Expec-
tation Questionnaire included enough expectations to measure-
parental agreement or disagreement. 
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1'be fo.ll.owuie ;rc>U.P of quaetiona are about 7oa. · There an no l"i.:;ht or 
allot you are different, act ditfel'enti,, and come fl'OII di.t!ennt homes. 
Answer the quatiom the wa, it but deeeribee 1°"• 
Follow each question oarefull.J u it aQd tile detWtion below the 
Cl'leetion an read aloud to 10Q• Ttwak wllat the qlleetion meaaa to JOll• 
Answer the (1leetion 'b1 dr~ a cirolA aroUQd eitllel' the m or the NO. 
ADner ev.17 quoation, 
~ ie a s~i. question for ,ou to work. 
UT CR 'nlL Tlll!:; l All ?OLITE.. 
Polite meana tll&t you aa1 please, tMDk 1ou, and ux:uae 
• when 1ou shOuld. 
Uoet ot the time meam that Ju,t •llt alwa7a JOll a:. polite. U 70l1 
feel that 11>at ot the time or noarl,y alltqe ¥Oil an JIOlite, circle the ~. 
tiowever it you feel that moat ot tile time 1ou are not u polite u 7oii 
could be, circle the NO. 
Each question will be read aloud to ,ou. Do not tllrn to the nut pa.1e 
until you are told to do so. 
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QU.:.STIONS ~ ml 
AMSt-.'ER ~ QUESTIO!I !I .DRJJ,llD A ™ ~ l'8. ,Y ii I!fi !Q. 
l. .IOST OF THE TDm 1 AM EO~T. 
Honest means that you tell the tl'llth, and don't cheat 
and don•t steal. 
2. ll>ST rR THr. TI.!£ I All HAPPJ. 
Ha.:>J>1 means that .YOll enjoy llvin6 and don•t •01'1'7 wery 
much. 
3, MOST OP THE TIME 1 All CONSIDr.RATL OF cmlDIS. 
Coasiderate means that yo&& are thou.'!)lttiu toward others 
and respect their ri.:;hts end bel.oa..'.!in:•• 
4. MOST <R 'nL.. TI1£ I C&Y MI PARENTS I~ 
~.Y' meana that 7011 do the thin.gs your parents want JOU 
to do. 
. .... 
5. MOST o, THE TIME 1 All DEP:.MDABlE. 
Dependable means that you do thin.;e that you •a, you will 
do. 
6. MOST OF THE TI.i.lE 1 HAVE GOOD :iwnt...RS. 
Thi• includes table manners, manners -t home, school and 
other public places. 
7 • 1mT OF THE TL.£ I SHQi SEil'-COOROL. 
Sell-control means that you don't cry or ~et an,:;ry eaa~, 
8. MOST OF THE TIME 1 All l'Ol'UlAR \/ITH cmcR CHIIDREN. 
Popular means that most ot the ohild.ren like you and lJlce 
to be with you. 
9, MOOT <F THE T!Mt I AU A GO<D STlJDEtl'l'. 
A zood student meana that you make lOOd .:,-ades in school 
and do the school work that is u,peoted of you. 
10, l,DST OF THE TD£ 1 All Ill.AT AND CIEAH. 
This includes neatness 8Dd cleanliness in dre•s and work. 
11. la;T Ci' 'nl!: TIME 1 All CURIOUS ABOUT THINGS. 
Curious means that you are interested in ti.nding the 
answers to thine• you do not know about. You aak questiona 
to !ind out about thing•. 
12. MOST <F THE TIDE 1 AM AlllITIOUS. 
Ambitious means that you like to try to do better and to 
try hard tbin.'.:s. 
]J. Y:>ST OF TH!: TL£ I ill ABlE TO DEFillD MY~EU. 
Defend means that you are able to protect or take care ot 
yourself when other children tease you or start a !i.:)lt 
with you. \.hen you etve new ideas, you are able to tell 
w~ you think your ideas are rijlt. 
14. )()ST OF THE TL.£ I AM AFFmTlOHATE. 
Altectionate means that you ehow ottier people that you 
like them by the thines you say to them or the wa, 70&& 
act toward them. 
15. MOST OF THE Til.C I AU LIY.!D BY ADUI.:l'S. 
This means that most adults you know, like 7ou. 
16. MOST OF THE Tile I All ABIE TO PLAY BY ilJ's;JJ'. 
This JDe&lUI that, you can !lave a eood time J>.1.artng ~ 
when there is no one eloe to play Yfith 1011~ · 
17. l«>ST CF THE TI.HE l ACT U{ A SDUOUS l.AY. 










The f'ollowin..~ queations are about · how 1ou feel 1our parent• f'eel about 
you.. 'nlie IIJ3ans that you will be teWne bow 1ou think 1our pannta f'eel about 
1ou. This is sometimes hard but you can do it if you will think real hard. 
There are no ri';ht or wrone an&Ylers. Ar,ain, each of' :ou will answer ti. 
queations dif'f'erently because all of' ;rou are dif'f'erent, act difterentl,y, and 
have ditf'erent parents. 
Follow each question caref'ull,y 88 it and the definition belOlf t.he questiOQ 
are read aloud. Think what the queetion means to 3ou. Auwer the question 
b1 drawinB a circle around either the Y.::S or the DO. Under each question, 
circle the person you were thinking about llheo you anawered the question. 
Answer every question. 
Here ie a sam,ple question f'or you to work •. 
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USUAllY lfI Pl\RDrl'S Tllll~ THAT I SHOUID BE JUIE POLITE. 
Polite means that ;·ou ea:, please, thank you, and excuse me 
when you should. 
YF.S HO 
fihen I answered this question, I l'Jas thinld.n..-: about 
both my !)&rents just my .mother Just my father 
In this question and in the questiona that 1ou will eoon be answer!~ 
parents can mean both ;our father and your JDOther, or it can mean Just your 
mother or Just your father. U :ou aren't livine 111ith either of your real 
parents, it can mean the i>eople you live with. 
Usually means nearl,y all of the time or moet of the time. 
Answer the queetiona the w&3 1ou feel that your parents ,feel about Y?U• 
If' you !eel that usuall,y or just about alw&3s your parents think that you should 
be more !lOllte, circle the Y1S,. however, if' you feel that usually ;,our parent.a 
think you are 88 polite as you ehould be, circle the NO. Circle the people 
you were think~ about when you answered this question. 
Each question will be read aloud to you. Do not turn to the next pa.:e 
until you are told w • .-. 
CIRClE Ol-!E OF THE FOL.!l.l.....!!!Q: 
I live Y1ith both ll\Y parents Just 11\Y mother Just. llfl tathel' 
Wte on the above line •iho you ll ve with it it is none ot those mentioned. 
QL'ESTIO~!S .@Q!/1 IQ!!!! PARENTS 
~ ~ f'lr..STION fil !:P..Al.nn A ~ ~ :m; .r~ .QR !!!:: l!Q. 
1. USUALLY l.JY PARENTS THINK THAT I SHWlD B!.; .:.:.oRr. HOW.:ST. 
Honest means that you tell the truth and don't cheat 
and don't steal. 
\';hen I answered this question, I \'ias thinlcing of 
both 11\Y parents just my 1110ther Just 11\Y father 
2. USUAUY liY P..RE!ITS THINK TH1,T I SHOOID B:.:. HAPPLR. 
Happy means that you en~oy livin.(: and don't worry very 
much. 
liben I ansYlered this question, I was thinkin;; ot 
both 11\Y parents just 11\Y' mother just 11\Y' father 
3. USUAllY UY PARENTS THllU: THAT I SHOUID IC i,DRE 
CONSIDEiiAT~ CF OTHERS. 
Considerate means that ~·ou are thou.:;htful toward others 
and respect their ri.!~hts and belon_::ir,.:s. 
\/hen I answered this question, I was thinkin.1 of 
both 11\Y parents just my mother just my father 






Clle:, means that you do the thin,:s ~our parents nant you 
to do. 
then I anS\vered this question, I was thinkin: ot 
both my parents just my mother just 11\Y father 
, USUALLY Mr PARE!!TS THil!K THi.T I SHOOI.D BE MORE DEPZ:lIDABU. 
Dependable means that you do the thin;s that you say you 
will do. 
f1hen I answered this question, I was thinkine of 
both 11\Y parents just 11\Y mother just 11\Y Cather 
USUil.i.l.Y i.iY PA:UITS THI.::!.. THAT I SHOU.i.D l-li\V.i;. BETT..R J!ANNERS. 
This includes table maruiers, manners at home, school, 6lld 
other public places. 
Ylhen I ansV1ered this question, I was thinkine of 
both my parents just my mother just my father 
USUAl.l.Y i,C( PAIL.HTS THI?ll: THi.T I Sl!OUID SHCN/" !IORE. S1:J..F.:,.C0l1TROL. 
Self-control mew:is that you don't cry or cet angry easily. 
Vlhen I answered this question, I was thinkin.'! of 
both my parents just my mother just my father 
USUALLY i'.Y P AREi1TS THUIK TH,.T I SHOUID OC. liOIU: POPULAR 
\'1ITH OTILR CHIIDJEU. 
Popular means that most of the other children like you 
and like to be with you. 
~/hen I answered this question, I was think~ of 
both my parents just 11\Y mother just. my f~ther 
USUALLY ilY PARENTS Tl:IN.; 'l'W.T I SHCJU!D B; A S:.~ STUD~•l'l' • 
A r,ood student means that you make ~ood :rades ~q icnool 
and do the school work that is ex,pected of you, 
Ylhen I answered this 'luestion, I ·was thinkine ot 











10. USUALLY MI PARENTS THINK THAT I SHWl.D BE illRE NEAT AND YES JI) 
CIEAN. 
This includes neatness and cleanliness in dress and work. 
\,hen I answered this question., I was t~ of 
both m:y parents ju.at m:y mother Jwst m:y father 
u. USUALLY MY PARENTS TlilNK THAT I SHWID BE JOlE CURIWS YES HO 
ABOOT THINGS. 
Curious means that you. are interested in tindine the 
answers to thine& you. do not know. You aak questions 
to find out about thinea• 
\ihen I answered this question, I was thinking ot 
both 11\Y parents Ju.st 11\Y mother Ju.st 11\Y father 
12. USUAILY MX PARENTS THINK THAT I SHOOID BE 1..'0RE AMBITIOOS. lES NO 
Ambitious means that you. like to try to do better and 
to try hard things. 
\'/hen I answered this question, I waa think1n,: or 
both m:y sia,rents Ju.st m:y ID)ther Ju.st m:y rather 
13. USUALLY Mr P.E.lll'S THINK THAT I SHOULD BE B..'""'Tr"...R ABLE TO n:s NO 
DEFEl:O UYSI:LF. 
Defend means that you. are able to protect or take care ot 
yourself when other children tease you. or start a ri.'.:bt, 
V.hen you. eive new ideas, you are able to tell wti, you 
think your ideas are ri.:;ht. 
Vlhen I answered this question,· I was think:f.na of 
both 11\Y parents just m:y mother just m:y rather 
14. USUAil.Y MY PM'.:Irl'S THIW: THAT I S}{OUI.D BE 1'0HE AFFJ:CTIONATE. n:s w 
Atrectionate means that you show other people that you. like 
them by the thin,:s you say to them or the way you. act 
toward them. 
ldlen I answered this question, I was thinkine of 
both m:y parents just m:y mother Just m:y rather 
15. USUAI.I.Y ;.!f PAIQ:TS THiln<: TH.4T I SHOUlll BE B..."'TT:R LIKED n:s NO 
BY ADULTS. 
This means that most adults that ;rou know, like you.. 
When I answered this question., I was thinkine of 
both m:y parents Just 11\Y mther just m:y rather 
16. USUALLY HY !'AI!ml'l'S TliltlK THAT I SHOULD m; BI:TT...R ~~ TO ?LS NO 
PLAY BY JYs:.LF, 
This means that you can have a eood ti.ma playing alone 
when there is no one else to play with you.. 
lmon I ll'.10\'lel'Cd thia question, I waa thidd.ng o:i 
both m:y parents ju.st m:y mother ju.st m:y father 
17. USUALLY 1IY PA.'ID!TS THINK THAT I SHOUlll ACT IN A. ll>RE lES NO 
SERIOUS WAY. 
This means that you do not joke about iJilportant matters. 
Uhen I answered this question, I was thinking or 




Intrcduction for Parental Expectation Questionnaire 
PART I1 
Hello, boys and girls. I am Mrs. Meyer, a student at OSU just 
as you are a student at __ _ ____ ,, __ schoo 1. I am here today, 
because I need help--the kind of help that fifth grade students 
can give me. Will you help me with my problE;lm? As a part of my 
classwork, I need to do some research. Research is finding the 
answers to questions. You have the answers to my·question because 
my research problem is to find what fifth grade boys and girls 
feel their parents th:i.nk about them. You will need pencils. 
There are two sets of questions. One will be about your 
mqther and one set will be about XQ.llJZ father. Some of us do not 
live with both our father and our mother. We may live with only 
one of our parentso If you live with both your parents, you will 
answer both sets of questions. If you live only with your mother, 
answer only the set of questions about mother. If you live only with 
your father, answer only the set of questions about father. There 
are no right or wrong answers. You will not be graded on this 
paper and I will take these papers with me when I leave. You do 
not need to put your name on the paper. I am now going to pass out 
the questions and we will go over the directions together. 
1used when the Pa.rental Expectation .Questionnaire_,was administered 
before the C_alifornia Test Personality to the classroom. 
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PART 112 
You have helped me with some re.search by answering questions 
about boys and girlso This time I need some information about your 
parents. Will you please help me again? (Begin reading second 
paragraph in Part I, p. 65) 
2used when the Pa.:r~ntal Ex:e~2.~~~i0..!.1~ Questionnair~ was administered 
after the California Test of Personali"tao 
CIRCIE ONE1 B)Y GIRL 
BIRffl DAT! -------
JDNTH DAY YEAR 
~ ONE Qr '.mE FOLIOWING1 
I live with both my parents just my mother juat my father 
Write on the above line who you live with if it ill none ot ~oM mentioned, 
QUESTIONS M!Ql!I IQl,!R ml!. 
DIRECTIONS1 
The following questions are about bow you feel ;your mother feels about you. 
This means that you will be telling bow ;you feel ;your mother thinks about ;you, This 
is sometimes bard but you can do it if ;you will thinJc real bard, There are no right 
or wrong answers, You do not need to put ;your name on this paper, Each of ;you will 
answer the questions dif'i'erentl;y because all of ;you are different, act differentl;y, 
and have different parents. 
Follow each question oaref.ull;y as it and· the definition below the question ere 
. . 
reed aloud, Think what the questi~ ~eena to you, Answer the question b;y drawing 
a circle around either the YES or the NO, 
Here is a sample question for you to work, 
liK>ST OF 'IHE TIME IIY lll1HER '!HINKS fflAT I SHOULD BE Jl)RE POLI'!!:, 
Polite means that ;you say please, thank you, and excuse me when 
;you should , 
YES r«> 
Most of the time means the same as just about all of the time or ueuall;y, 
Answer the question the way ;you feel that your mother thinks about ;you, It ;you feel 
that most of the time or just about all of the time your mother thinks that you l!hould 
be more polite, circle the YES; however, if you feel that most of the time your mother 
thinks ;you are es polite as ;you should be oirola the NO, 
Each question will be reed aloud to you, Answer each question after it first _ 




QUESTIONS AOOUT !Q!lli IKJ'IHER 
!tt,mB iAm QUESTION fil DRAWING ! £IB&!l AfiQl!.@ .nll lH QB m_ HQ, 
1. l«>ST OF nlE TIME MY MO'IHER 'fflINKS 'IHAT I SIOULD BE IIORE IES NO 
HONEST. 
Honest means that you tell the truth and don't cheat and 
don't steal, 
2. IIOST OF nlE TIME MY MOlHER 'fflINKS 'fflAT I SIOUID BE HAPPIER. YES NO 
Happy means that you enjoy living and don't worry very much. 
·3. IIOST OF nlE TIME MY w:>'IHER '!HINKS 'ffllT I SIOUID BE MORE 1ES NO 
CONSIDERA IE, 
Considerate means that you are thoughtful toward others 
and respect their rights and belonfings. 
4. IIOST OF nlE TIME MY IIO'll!ER 'fflINKS 'IHAT I SIOULD OBEY MY 1ES NO 
PARENTS BETl'ER. 
Obey means that you do the things your parents want you 
to do • 
5. . IKIST OF nlE TIME MY Kl'lllER 'fflINKS 'lllAT I SIOUU) BE IIK>RE YES NO 
DEPENDABIE. 
Dependable means that you do the things you say you will do, 
6. IIOST OF 'll!E TIME IIY IIO'lllER 'lllINKS 'llllT I SIOULD HAVE DS NO 
BET'IER MANNERS. 
This includes table 11aMera, manners at h011e, school, 
and other ·public places. 
7. IIOST OF 'll!E TIME MY MO'IHER 'fflINKS 'IHAT I SIOUID SHOW 1ES NO 
ll)RE SEIF-a:>N'ffiOL, 
Self-control means th~t you don't cry or get angry easily. 
8. IIOST OF '!HE TIME MY VD'lllER 'fflINKS 'fflAT I SIOUU) BE IIORE n:s NO 
POPULAR WI·m '!HE O'fflER CHILDREN. 
Popular means th~t moat of the other children like you 
and like to be with you. 
9, MOST OF '!HE .TIME MY MO'lllER 'fflINKS 'llllT I SIOUID BE A YES NO 
BET'IER S'IWENT, 
A food student means that you make good grades in school 
and do the school work that is expected of you, 
10. MOST OF rnE TIME MY MOTHER 'fflINKS 'ffllT I SIOULD BE IIORE YES NO 
NEAT AND CIEAN. 
This includes neatness and cleanliness in dress and work, 
11. MOST OF '!HE TIME MY W.O'lllEh 'fflINKS 'fflAT I 910UID BE lrORE 1ES NO 
CURIOUS ABOUT 'fflINGS. 
Curious means that you are interested in finding the 
answers to things you do not know. You eek questions 
to find out about things. 
12. MOST OF 'lllE TIME MY MO'lllER 'IHINKS 'llll.T I 310ULD BE MORE 1ES NO 
AMBITIOUS. 
Ambitious means that you like to try to do better and to 
try hard things. 
13. MOST OF '!HE TIME MY l'D'IHER 'fflINKS 'fflAT I 310UID BE BETTER 1ES NO 
ABIE 'IO DEFEND MYSEIF. 
Defend means th9t you ~re able to protect or take care of 
yourself when other children tease you or etort a fight, 
When you five new ideas, you are able to tell trhy you 
think your ideas are right. 
14. WST OF' n1E TIME MY MO'lllE.R 'IHINKS 'fflAT I SHOULD BE MORE YES NO 
AFFECTION A 'IE, 
Affectionate means that you ohow other people that you 
like them by the things you say to them or the way yob 
act toward them. 
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15. MOST OF 'IRE TIME MY MO'IHER 'l'HINKS 'l'HAT I SHOUU> BE BETTER YES NO 
LIKED BY ADULtS, 
This means that most adults that you know, like you. 
16. MOST OF 'lRE TIME MY llilO'lllER THINKS 'l'Hi\T I SHOULD BE BETTER YES NO 
ABLE '10 PLAY BY MYSELF • 
This means that you can have a good time playing alone 
when there is no one else to play with you, 
17. MOST OF 'IRE TIME MY MO'IHER THINKS 'l'HAT I SHOUµl ACT IN A YES NO 
MORE SERIOUS WAY, 
This means that you do not joke about important matters. 
CHECK '10 MAKE SURE 'l'HAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION 
DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE 'roLD '10 00 SO, 
QUESTIONS .@Q!!l'. IQY!i ™ 
!lli§CTIONS1 
The following questions are about how you feel your !ether feels about you. 
Work these questions the same way thet you worked the questions about your 
mother, Answer these questions the way you think your !ether feels about you. 
Esch question will egein be reed aloud to you, Answer each question 
after it first has been read aloud to you. Do not turn to the next page 
until you are told to do so. 
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QUESTIONS ~ rn Ul1III 
JUDI I.Ml QUESTION U DRAWING A ™ Al!QYl!!2 lUl lG 121 llll 112, 
1. ll>ST OF '11fE TIIIE Ill FATHER '!HINKS '!HAT I SHOUlD BE ll>RI BS r«> 
BOBST, 
HonHt me•n• that ;rou tell the truth end don't cbeet and 
don•t 'eteel. 
2. IIOST OF 1HE TIIIE III FA'lHER '!HINKS '!HAT I SHOULD BE HAPPDR. !IS r«> 
Hepp;r uans th11t ;rou enjoy living and don't worry ver;r 11Uch', 
3. ll>ST OF '11fE TIIIE III FA'lHER .'!HINKS 'DIAT I SHOULD BE ll>lil DS II) 
COHSIIERATI. 
Considerate means that you are thoughtful toward others 
and reepect their righta and belonginp. 
4. IIOST OF '!HE TIIIE III FA'lHER '!HINKS '!HAT I SHOULD OBEY III DS II) 
PARENTS BE'l"l'ER. 
Obe;r means that ;rou do the things your perente _want ;reu to do. 
5. IIOST OF 1HE fill! III FA'DIER 'DUNKS '!HAT I SHOULD Bl ll>RI DS II) 
DEFENDkBIE. 
Dependable aeans that you do the things ;rou Ny ;rou will do. 
6. IIOST OF 'DIE fillE III FA'lHER '!HINKS 'DIAT I SHOUlD HAVE DS lfO 
BET'IU IIANHERS. 
'nlia includes table 11&Mera, aaMers at home, ecbool, 
and other public places. 
7. ll>ST OF 'DIE Tit.IE III FA'lHER '!HINKS '!HAT I SHOULD SHOW DS II) 
IIORE SEll'-COHTROL. 
Self-control means that you don't er-, or get engrJ easi.lJ. 
s. IIOST OF 'ffiE TIME III FA'DIER '!HINKS '!HAT I SHOULD BE l«lRI DS r«> 
FOPULAR WI'ffi O'ffiER CHILDREN. 
Popular means that most ot the other children like ;rou 
and like to be with you. 
9. MOST OF '!HE TIME MY FA'DIER 'DIINKS 'ffi" T I SHOULD BE A YES r«> 
BETTER STUDENT. 
A good student means that you make good grades in school 
and do the school work that is expected of you. 
10. MOST OF 1HE TIME MY FA'DIER 'IHINKS '!HAT I SHOULD BE MORE n:s NO 
NEAT AND ClEAN, 
'nlis includes neatness and cleanliness 1n drese end work. 
11. MOST OF 'ffiE TIME MY FA'ffiER 'DIINKS 'ffi:\T I SHOULD BE MORE YES lfO 
CURIOUS ABOUT 'DIINGS , 
Curious means that you are interested in finding the 
answers to things you do not know. You ask question& to 
find out about things. 
12. MOST OF 'IHE TIME MY FAfflEn 'ffiINKS 'ffiAT I SHOULD BE IIORE YES NO 
AMBITIOUS, 
Ambitious means that you like to try to do better and to 
tr;r hard things. 
l). ll)ST OF 'DIE TiltlE MY Fll.'DIER 'ffiINKS 'ffiAT I SHOULD BE BETTER YES NO 
ABIE TO DEFEND MYSELF, 
Defend means that you are able to protect or take care ot 
yourself l'lhen other children tease you or start a fight, 
lhen you irive new ideas, you are 11ble to tell why you think 
your ideas are right, 
14. MOST OF fflE TIME MY FA'ffiER 'ffi!NKS 'ffinT I SHOUlD BE MORE YES NO 
AFFECTIONATi, 
Affectionate means that you show other people that you 
like them by the things you say to them or the way you 
act toward the111. 
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15. MOST OF 'lliE TIME MY FATHER 'lliINKS 'lliAT I SHOULD BE BETTER YES NO 
LIKED BY ADULTS. 
This means that most adults that you know, like you, 
]f,. MOST OF mE TIME MY FA'lliER 'lliINKS 'lliAT I SHOULD BE BETTER YES NO 
ABIE 'IO F·U.Y BY MYSElF. 
This means that you can have a good time playing alone 
when there is no one else to play with you. 
l?. OOST OF 'IllE TIME MY FA'lliER THINKS '.lHAT I SHOULD ACT IN A YES NO 
MORE SERIOUS WAY, 
This means that you do not joke about important matters. 
CHECK .'ID MAKE SURE '.lHAT YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION, 
?3 
APPENDIX C 
Introduction for California Test of Personality 
PART rl 
Hello, boys and girls. I am Mrs. Meyer. I am a student at 
OSU just as ·you are a · student at ~~~~~~~~school. I am 
here today because I need help with some research work. Research 
is collecting information to help you answer questions. I need 
some information about boys and girls. Will you help me with rrry 
research work? You do not need to put your names on these papers. 
There are no right or wrong answers. You will not be graded on 
these papers and I will take them with me when I leave. You will 
need pencils. 
I am now going to give each of you a test booklet and an 
answer sheet. Do not write on the test booklet as other students 
will be using them. Do not fold or crease your answer sheet. (Read 
directions from test manual.) 
PART 112 
You have helped me with some research by answering questions 
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about your parents. This time I need some information about boys and 
girls. Will you please help me again? You do not need to put your 
names on these papers. There are no right or wrong answers to these 
questions. You will need pencils. (Begin reading second paragraph of 
Part I.) 
1Part I was used when the California~ .Q!'. Persopality 'was 
administered previous to the Parental Expectation Questionnaire. 
2Part II was used when the California Test S2I, Personality was 
adminitered after the Parental Expectation Questionnaire had been 
administered. 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY 
Definitions 91. the Com,ponents:l 
The following components are not names for so-called general 
traits. They are, rather, nlL!Jles for groupings of more or less 
specific tendencies to feel, think, and act. 
Personal Adjustment 
I 
lA. Self Relianoe---An individual may be said to be self-· 
reliant when his over actions indicated that he can do 
things independently of others, depend upon himself 
in various situations, and direct his own activities. 
The self-reliant person is also characteristically 
stable emotionally, and responsible in his behavior. 
lB. ~ 52.i Personal Worth---An individual possesses a 
sense of being worthy when he feels he ,is well regarded 
by others, when he feels that others have faith in his 
future success~ and when he believes that he has average 
or better than average ability. To feel worthy means 
. to feel capable and reasonably attractive. 
lC. ~ .ol. Personal Fr;eedom---An .individual enjoys a sense 
of freedom when he i .s permitted to have a reasonable 
share in the determination of his conduct and in setting 
the general policies that shall· govern his life. De-
sirable freedom includes permission to choose one's own. 
friends and to have at least a little spending money. 
1 · IDuis P. Thorpe and Willis W. Clark, Manua~: California 
Test of Personality (Los Angeles, 1953), pp. 3-4 
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lD. Feeling .Q.l Belonging---An individual feels that he 
belongs when he enjoys the love of his family, the 
well-wishes of good friends, and a cordial relation-
ship with people in general. Such a person will 
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as a rule get along well with his teachers or employ-
ers and usually feels proud of his school or place 
of business. 
lE. Withdrawing Tendencies---The individual who is said 
to withdraw is the one who substitutesthe joys of 
a fantasy world for actual successes in real life. 
Such a person is characteristically sensitive, lonely, 
and. given to self-concern. Normal adjustment is 
characterized by reasonable freedom from these 
tendencies. · 
IF. Nervous Symptoms---The individual who is classified 
as having nervous symptoms is the one who suffers 
from one or more of a variety of physical symptoms 
such as loss of appetite, frequent eye . strain, in-
ability to sleep. People of this kind may be 
exhibiting physical expressions of emotional con-
flicts. 
Social Adjustment 
2A. Social Standards---The individual who recognizes 
desirable social standards is the one who has come 
to understand the rights of others and who appreciates 
the necessity of subordinating certain desires to the 
needs of the group. Such an individual understands · 
what is regarded as being right or wrong. : 
2B. Social Skills---An individual may be said to be 
socially skillful or effective when he shows a 
liking for people, when he inconveniences himself 
to be of assistance to them, and when he is diplo-
matic in his dealings with both friends and strangers. 
The socially skillful person subordinates his or 
her egoistic tendencies in favor of interest in the 
problems and ·activities of his a:ssociates. 
20 • .fill.14-.Social Tendencies---An individual would normally 
be regarded as anti-social when he is given to bully-
ing, frequent quarreling, disobedience, and de-
structiveness to property. The anti-social person 
is the one ·who · endeavors to get his_ satisfactions 
in ways that are damaging and unfair .. to others. 
Normal adjustment is characterized by reasonable 
· freedom from these tendencies. 
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2D. Family Relations---The individual who exhibits desir-
able family relationships · is the one who feels that 
~e is loved and well treated at home, and who has a 
· sense of security and self respect in connection with 
the various members of ~is family. Superior family 
relations also include parental control that is 
neither too strict nor too lenient. 
2E. School Relations---The student who ·is satisfactorily 
adjusted ' to his school is the one who feels that his 
teachers like him, who enjoys being with other students, 
and who finds the school work adapted to his lev~l 
of interest and maturity. Good school relations 
involve the feeling on the part of the student 
that he counts for something in the life of the 
. institution. 
2F. Community Relations--- The individual who may be said 
to be making good.adjustments in his community is the 
'" one who mingles happily with his neighbors, who takes 
pride in community improvements, and who· is tolerant 
in dealing with both strangers and foreigners. 
Satisfactory community relations include as well the . 
the disposition to be respectful of laws and of 
regulations pertaining to the general welf~re. 
CALIFORNIA TEST . BUREAU 
publishers of educational and psychological tests since 1926 
Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California/ Phone: FRontier 3-2932 
AIRMAIL 
April 24, 1962 
Mrs. Anna Phoebe Meyer 
503 Bellis 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Dear Mrs. Meyer: 
· This constitutes permission to reproduce the California Test of 
Personality, Elementary, Form M, for inclusion in the appendix 
of your Master's thesis. 
This permission is restricted to the number of copies necessary 
to satisfy the thesis requirements. We request that the customary 
precautions be taken to prevent copies from falling into unauthor.; 
ized hands. 
We appreciate your use of this inventory in your study and would 
like to receive a copy of your abstract. 
Sincerely, 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS 
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER. 
You ore to decide for each question whether the answer is YES or NO and mark it os you are told. The following 
are two sample questions: 
SAMPLES 
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO 
B. Can you ride a bicycle? YES NO 
DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS 
ON ANSWER SHEETS 
Make a heavy black mark under the word YES or NO 
to. show your answer. If you have o dog at home, you 
would mark under the YES for question A as shown 
below. If you cannot ride a bicycle, you would mar~ 
under the NO for question B as shown below. 
YES NO 
A I H 
B ii I ll 
Remember, you mark under the word that shows your 
answer. Now find Samples A and B an your answer 
sheet and show your answer for each by marking YES 
or NO. Do it now. Find onswer row number I on your 
answer sheet. Now wait until the examiner tells you to 
begin. 
ON TEST BOOKLETS 
Draw a circle around the ..Jord YES or NO, whichever 
shows your answer. If you have a dog at home, draw 
a circle around the word YES in Sample A. above; if 
not, draw a circle around the word NO. Do it now. 
If you can ride a bicycle, draw a circle around the 
word YES in Sample B above; if not, draw a circle 
around the word NO. Do it now. 
Now woit until the examiner tells you to begin. 
After the examiner tells you to begin, go right on from one page to another until you hove finished the .test or are 




SECTION 1 A 
1. Do you usually keep at your 
work until it is done? YES NO 
2. Do you usually apologize when 
you are wrong? YES NO 
3. Do you help other boys and girls 
have a good time at parties? YES NO 
4. Do you usually believe what 
other boys or girls tell you? YES NO 
5. Is it easy for you to recite or 
talk in class? YES NO 
6. When you have some free time, 
do you usually ask your parents 
or teacher what to do? YES NO 
7. Do you usually go to bed on 
time, even when you wish to stay 
up? YES NO 
8. Is it hard to do your work when 
someone blames you for some-
thing? YES NO 
9. Can you often get boys and girls 
SECTION 1 B 
13. · Do your friends generally think 
t\}at your ideas are good? YES NO 
14. Do people often do nice things 
for you? YES NO 
15. Do you wish that your father (or 
mother) had a better job? YES NO 
16. Are your friends and classmates 
usually interested in the things 
you do? YES NO 
17. Do your classmates seem to 
think that you are not a good 
friend? YES NO 
18. Do your friends and classmates 
often want to help you? YES NO 
19. Are you sometimes cheated when 
you trade things? · YES NO 
20. Do your classmates and friends 
usually feel that they know more 
than you do? · YES NO 
to do what you want them to? · YES NO 21. Do your folks seem to think that 
you are doing well? YES NO 
10. Do your parents or teachers 
usually need to tell you to do . 22 Can you do most of the things 
your work? YES NO . you try? YES NO 
11. If you are a boy, do you talk to 
new girls? If. you are a girl, do 
you talk to new boys ? YES NO 
12. Would you rather plan your own 
work than to have someone else 
plan it for you? YES NO 
Page 3 
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Section l A 
(number right) .......................... - ..... . 
23. Do people often think that you 
cannot do things very well? YES NO 
24. Do most of your friends and 
classmates think you are bright? YES NO 
~rw~-,·~:mF~~~TI~r-.> 
Section I B 
!number rightl ................ , ................ . 
-81 
SECTION 1 C SECTION l D 
25. Do you feel that your folks boss 37. Do pets and animals make 
you too much? YES NO friends with you easily? YES NO 
26. Are you allowed enough time to 
play? YES NO 
27. May you usually bring your 
friends home when you want to? YES NO 
28. Do others usually decide to 
which parties you may go? YES NO 
29. May you usually do what you 
want to during your spare time?. YES NO 
38. Are you proud of your school? YES NO 
39. Do your classmates think you 
cannot do well in school? YES NO 
40. Are you as well and strong as 
most boys and girls? YES NO 
41. Are your cousins, aunts, uncles, 
or grandparents as nice as those 
of most. of your friends? YES NO 
30; Are you prevented from doing 42. Are the members of your family 
most of the things you want to? YES NO usually good to :YOU? YES NO 
31. Do your folks often stop you from 
going around with your friends? YES NO 
43. Do you often think that nobody 
likes you? YES NO 
32. Do you have a chance to see 44. Do you feel that most of your 
many new things? YES NO classmates are glad that you are 
33. Are you given some spending YES NO 
money? 
34. Do your folks stop you from 
taking short walks with your 
friends? YES NO 
35. Arc you punished for lots of little 
things? YES NO 
36. Do some people try to rule you 
so much that you don't like it? YES NO 
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a member of the class? YES NO 
45. Do you have just a few friends? YES NO 
4(). Do you often wish you had some 
other parents? YES NO 
47. Is it hard to find friends who 
will keep your secrets? YES NO 
48. Do the boys and girls usually 
invite you to their parties? YES NO 
Section ID 
(number right) ................................. . 
82 
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F 
49. Have people often been so unfair 
that you gave up? 
61. Do you often have dizzy spells? YES NO 
YES NO 
50. Would you rather stay away 62. Do you often have bad dreams? YES NO 
from most parties? YES NO 
51. Does it make you shy to have 
everyone look at you when you 
enter a room? YES NO 
52. Are you often greatly discour-
aged about many things that 
are important to you? YES NO 
53. Do your friends or your work 
often make you worry? YES NO 
54. Is your work often so hard that 
you stop trying? YES NO 
63. Do you often bite your finger-
n~? YES~ 
64. Do you seem to have more head-
aches than most children? YES NO 
65. Is it hard for you to keep from 
being restless much of the time? YES NO 
66. Do you often find you are not 
hungry at meal time? YES NO 
55. Are people often so unkind or 67. _Do you catch cold easily? YES NO 
unfair that it makes you feel bad? YES NO 
56. Do your friends or classmates 
often say or do things that hurt 
your feelings? YES NO 
57. Do people often try to cheat 
you or do mean things to you? YES NO 
58. Are you often with people who 
have so little interest in you 
that you feel lonesome? YES NO 
59. Are your studies or your life so 
dull that you often think about 
many other things? YES NO 
60. Are people often mean or unfair 




Section 1 E 
( number right I ................................ .. 
68. Do you often feel tired before 
noon? YES NO 
69. Do you believe that you have 
more bad dreams than most of 
the boys and girls? YES NO 
70. Do you often feel sick to your 
stomach? YES NO 
71. Do you often have sneezing 
spells? YES NO 
72 .. Do your eyes hurt often? YES NO 
Section 1 F 
( number right l ................................. . 
83 
SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B 
73. Is it all right to cheat in a game 85. Do you let people know you are 
when the umpire is not looking? YES NO right no matter what they say? YES NO 
74. Is it all right to disobey teachers 
if you think they are not fair to 
you? YES NO 
75. Should one return things to· 
people who won't return things 
they borrow? YES NO 
76. Is it all right to take things you 
need if you have no money? YES NO 
86. Do you try games at parties even 
if· you haven't played them be-
fore? . YES NO 
87. Do you help new pupils to talk 
to other children? YES NO 
88. Does it make you feel angry 
when you lose in games at 
parties? YES NO 
77. Is it necessary to ,thank those 
who have helped you? YES NO 89. Do you usually help other boys · 
and girls have a good time? YES NO 
78. Do children need to obey their 
fathers or mothers even when 
their friends tell th~m not to? 
90. Is it hard for you to talk to 
YES NO people as soon as you meet them? YES NO 
79. If a person finds something, does 
he have a right to keep it or sell 
it? YES NO 
80. Do boys and girls need to do 
what their teachers say is right? YES NO 
81. Should boys and girls ask their 
parents for permission to do 
things? YES NO 
82. Should children be nice to 
people they don't like? YES NO 
83. Is it all right for children to cry 
or whine when their parents 
keep them home from a show? YES NO 
84. When people get sick or are in 
trouble, is it usually their own 
fault? YES NO 
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91. Do you usually · act friendly to 
people you do not like? YES NO 
92. Do you often change your plans 
in order to help people? YES NO 
93. Do you usually forget the names 
of people you meet? YES NO 
94. Do the boys and girls seem to 
think you are nice to them? YES NO 
95. Do you usually keep from show-
ing your temper when you are 
angry? YES NO 
96. Do you talk to new children at 
· school? YES NO 
Section 2 B 
I number rightl ................................. . 
84 
SECTION 2 C 
97. Do you like to · scare or push 
smaller boys and girls? YES NO 
98. Have unfair people often said 
that you made trouble for them? YES NO 
SECTION 2 D 
109. Do your folks· seem to think 
that you are just as good as 
they are? YES NO 
110. Do you have a hard time be-
cause it seems that your folks 
hardly ever have enough money? YES NO 
99. Do you often make Jriends or 
classmates do things they don't 
want to? YES NO 111. Are you unhappy because your 
folks do not care about the 
things you like? YES NO 
100. Is it hard to make people re-
member how well you can do 
things? YES NO 112. When_ your folks make you 
mind are they usually nice to 
you about it? YES NO 
101. Do people often act so mean 
that you have to be nasty to 
them? YES NO 113. Do your folks often claim that 
you are not as nice to them as 
you should ht? YES NO 
102. Do you often have to make a 
"fuss" or "act up" to get what 114, Do you like both of your par-
you destrve? YES NO ents about the same? YES NO 
103. Is anyone at school so mean 
that you tear, or cut, or break 
things? YES NO 
104. Are people often so unfair that 
you lose your temper? YES NO 
105. Is someone at home so mean 
that you often have to quarrel? YES NO 
106. Do you sometimes need some-
thing so much that it is all right 
to take it? YES NO 
107. Do classmates often quarrel 
with you? YES NO 
108. Do people often ask you to do 
such hard or foolish things that 
you won't do them? YES NO 
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Section 2 C 
!number right) ................................. . 
115. · Do you feel that y.our folks 
fuss at you instead of helping 
you? YES NO 
116. Do you sometimes feel like run-
ning away from home? YES NO 
117. Do you try to keep boys and 
girls away from your home be-
cause it isn't as nice as theirs? YES NO 
118. Does it seem to you that your 
folks at home often treat you 
mean? YES NO 
119. Do you feel that no one at home 
loves you? YES NO 
120. Do you feel that too many 
people at home try to boss you? YES NO 
I ,s.:~~::,i:ht~ ... -............................. I· 
85 
SECTION 2 E 
121. Do you think that the boys and 
girls at school like you as well 
as they should? YES NO 
122. Do you think that the children 
would be happier if the teacher 
were not so strict? YES NO 
123. Is it fun to do nice things for 
some of the other boys or 
girls? YES NO 
SECTION 2 F 
133. Do you visit many of the inter-
. esting places near where you 
l~e? Y6 NO 
134. Do you think there are too few 
interesting places near your 
home? . YES NO 
135. Do you sometimes do things to 
make the place in which you 
live look mcer? YES NO 
124. Is school work so hard that you 136. Do you ever help clean up 
are afraid you will fail? YES NO things near your home? YES NO 
125. Do your schoolmates seem to 
think that you are nice to 
them? YES NO 
126. Does it seem to you that some 
of the teachers "have it in for" 
pupils? YES NO 
127. Do many of the children get 
along with the teacher much 
better than you do? YES NO 
13t Do you take good care of your 
own pets or help with other 
people's pets? YES NO 
138. Do you sometimes help other 
people? YES NO 
139. Do you try to get your friends 
to obey the laws? 
140. Do you help children keep away 
from places where they might 
get sick? 
YES NO 
YES NO 128. Would you like to stay home 
from school a lot if it were right 
to do so? YES NO 
141
_ 
Do you dislike many of the 
129. Are most of the boys and girls 
at school so bad that you try to 
stay away from them? 
130. Have you found that some of 
the teachers do not like to be 
with the boys and girls? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
131. Do many of the other boys or 
girls claim that they play games 
more fairly than you do? YES NO 
132. Are the boys and girls at school 




I ~.:::.:::,:.t~ ................................. I 
. people who live near your 
home? YES NO 
142. Is it all right to do what you 
please if the police are not 
around? YES NO 
143. Does it make you glad to see 
the people living near you get 
along fine? · YES NO 
144. Would you like to have things 
look better around your home? YES NO 
r.mm, J&s;~:;1 






RAW SCORES FOR ITEMS ON THE REVISED PARENTAL EXPEDTATIONS 
QUESTIONNAIRE AS REPORTED FOR MOTHERS AND FATHERS 
BY FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS 
(N = 24; Girls= 14; Boys= 10) 
Item ---~-... - Girl§! ______ Bo:zs 
Mother Father Mother Father Total 
1. Rone sty 10 5 8 7 30 
? ..... Happiness 6 6 5 5 22 
3. Considerate 7 6 6 5 24 
4. Obedience 11 10 7 5 33 
5. Dependable 5 3 5 6 19 
6. Manners 8 7 5 6 26 
7. Self-Control 6 7 3 3 19 
8. Popularity 6 4 6 5 21 
9. Better Student 6 5 7 7 25 
10. Neatness and 
Cleanliness 6 4 3 3 16 
11. Curiosity 7 5 5 5 22 
12. Ambition 10 0 / 5 6 30 
13. Defend Self 5 6 2 2 15 
14. Affectionate 6 3 3 3 15 
15. Liked By Adults 5 3 2 2 12 
16. Play Alone 6 4 2 2 14 
17. Act Serious 4 J 4 4 15 
... -.. ·---
Total 114 90 78 76 .358 
89 
TABLE XV 
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES OF SUBJECTS 
·--li_-ig-h--S-c_o_r-ing __ Grou12 - 1QJ:l.::pconng Q-.r.Q.1.+1L 
B~~; ··---···G~~~-s -·----· , -·--·- Bii6 --·-. ___ Gi~~s ---·. 
1.37 136 115 117 
1.34 134 115- 116 
134 134 115 116 
134 134 115 116 
134 133 115 115 
134 133 114 114 
133 132 114 114 
132 1.31 114 114 
131 131 114 114 
130 131 114 113 
130 131 113 113 
130 129 111 111 
129 129 110 110 
129 129 110 110 
129 129 109 109 
129 128 108 109 
128 128 108 109 
126 126 108 108 
126 126 107 105 
125 126 106 104 
125 . 126 104 104 
125 125 102. 103 
125 124 101 101 
l2p 124 100 100 
124 124 98 98 
124 124 97 96 
124 124 96 96 
123 123 96 95 
123 123 93 94 
122 122 92 93 
121 121 87 88 
121 121 86 87 
.120 121 86 87 
120 121 85 86 
120 120 84 85 
120 120 82 81 
120 120 80 80 
119 119 79 80 
119 118 77 78 
119 118 77 78 
118 118 59 56 
Mean 
Score 126.38 126026 100.28 
90 
TABLE XVI 
.AGES OF SUBJECTS 
(N = 168; Boys = 84; Girls ...... 84) 
__ ,, __ . _,,_.,.__,_,,.....,., ______ 
Boys Girls 
Age on 1-24-62, High Low Tot.al High Low Total Tot.al 
Group Group Boys Group Group Girls 
-»---~"'-"'"""'-"·'"""-'"'"""''"" ____ ,_~, .. -----.. ---~----·----"' ·-.., .. -=--
12 yeaxlis 0 0 0 1 0 l 1 
11 years 11 .tllOo 1 0 l 1 0 1 2 
10 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
9 0 1 1 0 0 0 l 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 , 
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 b 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 2 2 0 1 1 3 
.3 ('I 2 2 0 0 0 2 
2 2 3 5 1 1 2 7 
l L} 3 7 1 4 :5 12 
0 1 1 2 '7 2 9 11 
10 years 11 moo 0 5 5 1 1 2 7 
10 2 2 I 6 I 10 L~ 4 4 
9 ,i 0 1 9 l 2 ''..1 12 -~ 
8 0 3 .3 6 3 9 12 
7 5 1 6 4 5 9 15 
(-.. ) 4 5 9 4 4 8 l ': ,.,_; 
6 3 9 l 2 3 12 
4 2 5 7 1 4 5 12 
3 l+ 3 7 5 5 10 17 
? .<, 0 0 0 2 2 4 I+ 
'1 2 0 2 0 1 1 ''J; ,,L J 
0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 
Mean Age 10o6yo 1009Y, 10.Syo 10o7Yo 10o6Yo 10.?y. 10o7Yo 
TABLE XVII 
RAW SCORES FOR ITEMS ON THE PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS-QUES'I'IONNAIRE AS REPORTED FOR MOTHERS AND FATHERS 
BY HIGH-SCORING AND LOW-SCORING PBEADOLESCENT BOYS AND GIRLS 
---· _______ .,Boys-·-,-, ..... -...-... ····-- .,···--··-··'"··--------G 1rh .,._ .. ,_.,, . ___ ,.,. ... ___ , ..... _..-.... 
Item 
.tiJ.gh-Scoring Group Low--Scoring Group High-Scoring Group Low--Scoring Group 
Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers 
L Honesty 8 7 16 , ? .Lj 1.3 8 19 , ;:; .L,,, 
2. Happiness 11 13 18 15 1.3 15 22 16 
Jo Considerate 19 16 19 21 18 20 2.3 23 
4. Obedience 15 17 2.5 27 22 22 30 34 
5. Dependable 12 a 19- 17 16 14 24 21 .,. 
6. Manners 24 22 25 19 16 19 30 28 
f') Se lf--C ontro l 19 17 18 16 17 16 2.3 20 I o 
8. Popularity 7 9 11 10 8 7 18 18 
9. Better Student 19 21 31 28 18 16 27 .30 
10. Neatness and Cleanliness 15 7 20 15 19 9 22 16 
lL Curiosity 20 15 17 15 14 15 19 21 
12. Ambition 13 19 18 26 18 18 31 29 
1.3 0 Defend Self 13 12 17 18 16 16 22 24 
14. Affectionate 12 13 19 18 11. 14 21 22 
15. Liked By Adults 10 8 11 12 6 9 21 16 
16. flay Alone 18 18 16 19 19 15 28 29 
17 0 Act Serious 11 15 17 14 9 13 20 23 
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